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ABSTRACT
A prototype of an apparatus for Thermoacoustic Analysis (TAA)
was designed and implemented which allows thermal analysis of
soLi.d materials by a non-destructive technique using
u�trasonic waves. Longitudinal ultrasonic waves are generated
b II a high voltage RF pulse excitation of an X-cut quartz
t�ansducer at its resonant frequency of 4 MHz. The waves are

coup led to and from the material by two identical buffer glass
rcds while the material temperature is ramped accurately by a

P D temperature controller. The chanqe s in the transit time of
tle acoustic waves and their relative attenuation, are

monitored with sample temperature. Transit time measurements
have been carried out by noting the time difference between
tle reflected and the transmitted waves. Relative attenuation
ml=asurements are done by taking the peak-to-peak voltage of
tle received signal at various sample temperatures with

rl=spect to the peak-to-peak voltage of the received signal at
room temperature. The apparatus can be used at room

t empezature as well as from room temperature to 250°C at a

m3.ximum heating rate of about 10°C/min and with a resolution
o� around 10 ns in transit time measurement. The accuracy of
tle transit time measurement is thus around 10 ns or better
ald that of the peak-to-peak received signal voltage is around
1 mV.

Tle apparatus was applied at room temperature to determine the
mechandcal properties of amorphous polymers and thermally
c{cled composites. A correlation between normalised velocity,
r e lat Ive attenuation and flexural strength with number of
t herma I cycles is obtained for three types of composites.
F�rthermore, the usefulness of the apparatus has been
demonstrated by carrying out ultrasonic measurements as a

f�nction of temperature at different heating rates for

poLyca rbonat.e (PC). An excellent correlation between °TAA,
v�scosity, and the conventional thermal analysis techniques
vlZ. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC),· Thermo
m�crohardness (T�H) for polycarbonate (PC) has been found. The
TI\A technique developed herein has been also applied to

PDly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), Polyphenylenesulphide (PPS)
and a near-stoichiometric amorphous arsenic triselenide alloy.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1 1 ULTRASONICS

Unlike electromagnetic waves, sound waves propagate by

m'eans of vibration of the material medium. Sound waves with a

f equency of vibration less than 20 Hz are called infrasonics.

We!l.ves audible by a normal human ear are in the range of

f equencies 20 Hz - 15 kHz and those which have frequencies

al�ove 20 kHz are called ultrasonics. The spectrum of acoustic

v brations is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 .. Acoustic waves in the

f equency range 500 MHz to 1000 GHz as shown in Fig. 1.1, are

rEeferred to as microsound. The acoustic frequency which has

b,een used in this research work falls in the ultrasonic range,

wl�ich has been shown shaded in Fig. 1.1.

The acoustic waves may fall under two categories, one

dEealing with low amplitude vibrations and the other with high

emergies. In low amplitude vibrations, it is of interest to

f nd out the effect of the medium on the waves since permanent

chanqe s do not take place in the medium. Whereas, in high

e:nergy acoustic wave propagation it is of interest to find out

t:ne changes brought about by the waves in the medium.

One of the first applications of ultrasonics was in

13831when Galton devised a high frequency whistle for

m'�asuring upper frequency limit of the human ear. The first

important use of ultrasonics was made by Langevin1during the

1914-1918 war for underwater soundings. It was not until after

1
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tl�e 1939-1945 war that any major advances were made in the

f'eld of ultrasonics. Currently there are numerous scientific

aIbplications of ultrasonics such as2:

(a) Determination of elastic moduli of materials.
(b) Determination of absorption coefficients of

materials.
(c) Determination of sound velocity in materials.
(d) Non-invasive methods for determination of blood

flow.
(e) Non-destructive evaluation of defects in materials.
(f) Catalysis of chemical reactions.
(g) Thickness measurements.
(h) Ultrasonic medical imaging.
(i) Ultrasonic cleaning, drilling.
(j) Intrusion detection.

The principal reasons for using ultrasonic frequencies

iI�stead of the audio frequencies are the followingl:

(a) Since ultrasonics include high frequencies, which
imply shorter wavelengths, plane wave conditions
are more easily realised. This is especially
important for small size specimens.

(b) Absorption coefficients are usually much higher and
thus more easily measurable at high frequencies.

(c) Another major advantage of using high frequencies
is that they are more easily focused.

1 2 THERMAL ANALYSIS

The terminology of thermal analysis currently in usage

h(�s been defined by Mackenzie3, and the International

Corifederat.Lon for Thermal Analysis (ICTA). It is defined as "a

g oup of techniques in which a physical property of a

subst.ance and/or its reaction products is measured as a

fl�nction of temperature whilst the substance is subjected to

a controlled temperature program".

3



For this definition to be applicable three criteria must

b satLs fLed":

(a) A physical property should be measured.
(b) The measurement should be expressed (directly or

indirectly) as a function of temperature.
(c) The measurement should be made under a controlled

temperature program; temperature-time profile of
the sample should be well defined.

The various physical properties which can be measured by

t ermal analysis include mass, enthalpy, dimension e.g.

electrical characteristics, optical

c aracteristics.

Some of the thermal analysis techniques which are based

o changes in thermal properties are Differential Scanning

lorimetry (DSC) , and Thermomechanical Analysis (TMA). From

t e DSC technique, one can measure enthalpy changes, glass

rates of reaction, meltingtemperatures,

t mperatures etc. Whereas from TMA one can measure mechanical

d formations such as contraction or expansion of materials as

a function of temperature.

In TMA, measurements are normally made under an applied

S ress, thus changes in shape or size may result. TMA response

i a combination of expansion behaviour and viscoelastic

e fect. It is widely used to study the properties of polymers

a d other materials under various experimental conditions.

In DSC, a sample and a thermally inert reference material

a e both subjected to a controlled temperature-time profile

w dch ·is usually a temperature ramp. In the event of a

t ansition in the sample due to phase changes, however,

4



thermal energy is added to or subtracted from the sample with

rpspect to the inert reference material so as to maintain both

sdmple and reference at the same temperature. This balancing

energy which maintains a zero temperature differential between

the sample and the reference is a direct calorimetric

measurement of the transition energy. Further details of DSC

and TMA techniques are given in Section 3.2 and 3.3

rE"spectively.

1 3 SIGNIFICANCE OF MATERIAL STRUCTURE

As seen from Fig. 1.2 the structure of the material plays

an important role in determining its major properties viz.

mechanLcaL, electronic, thermal, optical. Any variation in the

sLructure of the material due to environmental interaction

e g. temperature, pressure, or due to defects, impurities

r�:!sults in variation of the properties of the material.

The mechanical properties are reflected by parameters

such as microhardness (Hv) , elastic moduli (E), viscosity (�)

e c. The mechanical properties influence the deformation and

f�acture behaviour as well as the wear characteristics of the

material. For example, structural variation could result in

l'miting the mechanical life-time of the material. Similarly,

tne electrical properties are reflected by parameters. such as

conductivity (a), mobility (Jl), charge carrier relaxation time

('.). The electrical properties, for instance, influence the

e ectrical resistance of a material used in electronic

applications. The optical properties of a material are

5
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clnaracterised largely by it$ bandgap Eg which influences the

slDectral response of the material. The thermal properties are

charact.eri sed by parameters such as enthalpy (H), thermal

c(�nductivity (K) and specific heat at constant pressure (Cp).
S1 ructural changes in the material result in changes in the

tlilermal properties which may affect the suitability of the

mcaterial for an engineering application.

Thus one can realise from the above discussion the

r_elative importance of the structure of the material and the

p(�ssible effects its variation can have on its properties. The

p.articular example chosen in Fig. 1.2 is that of amorphous

s-elenium (a-Se) alloys used in xerographic photoreceptors. The

f gure summarizes how changes in structure affect the

m_echanical, electrical, optical and thermal properties and

thus influence the use of the material in an engineering

app l i.cat i.on ,

1 3.1 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

One of the prime objectives of this research work was to

develop the prototype of an apparatus for Thermoacoustic

anaLysLs of solid amorphous materials. The working of the

e�ectronics and thermal subsystems of the apparatus was then

t.o be determined by applying the TAA apparatus on various

engineering materials at room temperature as well as under

d fferent controlled heating rates in the range of O.2°C/min-

1DoC/min.

The TAA technique was then to be confirmed by correlating

7



it with conventional thermal analysis techniques viz. Thermal

Mjcrohardness (T�H), Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

afplied to different engineering materials under controlled

hEating rates upto a maximum temperature of 250°C.

The thermoacoustic analysis apparatus can measure the

aksolute as well as relative changes in longitudinal

uJ trasonic velocity and attenuation in materials when the

me terial is heated at a programmed rate. The TAA apparatus can

aJ so be used isothermally. One important use of the data

obtained by TAA apparatus is in determing the glass transition

tE mperature of a glassy material at a particular heating rate.

Furthermore, the resourcefulness of the TAA apparatus was

to be established by non-destructively obtaining the Young's

m(Bdulus of thermally cycled composite engineering materials.

Fl"Om TAA, Young's modulus of a material can be obtained at any

t.emperat.ure provided the density and Poisson's ratio of the

mcterial at that temperature are known.

1 4 THESIS OUTLINE

The thesis has been divided into six Chapters. This first

Chapt.er gives a brief overview of ultrasonics and thermal

anaLy s i s . The contents of the second Chapter will help in

ul�derstanding some of the underlying principles applied in

e,�perimentation. The second Chapter is divided into three main

SEections describing in brief the different types of ultrasonic

weaves, methods of generation and detection of ultrasonic waves

alnd basic principal electronic methods for measuring sound

8



vE�locity in solids. The third Chapter gives concise

dEescriptions of some of the present methods for studying the

v(�riation in the structure of the material by using thermal

al�alysis techniques. It also gives a brief preview of the TAA

t.echn.ique in relation to the Differential Scanning Calorimetry

(IDSC) and Thermomechanical Analysis techniques.

The description of the TAA apparatus designed and

implemented, experimental and electronic design details, are

c<�vered in the fourth Chapter. In addition to the electronic

sl�bsystem, thermal and mechanical subsystems of the apparatus

a e also described. Results and their interpretation are

d scussed in Chapter five. The final Chapt.er outlines the

major conclusions of the present work and mentions suggestions

f<Jr future work.

9



2. ULTRASONIC TECHNIQUES

2 1 INTRODUCTION

Non-destructive evaluation of any solid material can be

done by using various types of ultrasonic waves e.g. surface

Wdves, shear waves and longitudinal waves. The choice for the

U3e of a particular type of ultrasonic wave is usually based

on the region of investigation in the material e.g. bulk or

surface. The waves are generated and detected in the medium by

u s i.nq acoustic transducers. The choice for the use of a

particular type of transducer is based on the frequency of the

u trasonic wave desired.

The elastic properties of a solid can be determined from

t.he sound velocity of ultrasonic waves in the medium.

D'fferent techniques have been developed for sound velocity

m4:asurements in solids depending on the accuracy and elastic

modulus desired.

2 2 TYPES OF ULTRASONIC WAVES

There are several types of ultrasonic

l)ngitudinal, transverse (shear), and

waves, namely,

surface. The

t�ansmission of ultrasonic energy depends on particle

vibrations. The particles of the medium are displaced as the

w�ve travels through the medium.

2.2.1 LONGITUDINAL WAVES

Longitudinal waves exist when the motion of the particles

i� the medium is parallel to the direction of wave

10



p opagation4,s. This wave can travel in solids and liquids as

2 1.

Y (1 - v) (2.2),

w 11 as gases. This type of wave mode is illustrated in Fig.

For a solid in the form of a rod, where the cross-

s ctional dimensions are small compared to the wavelength, the

v locity, cL' of the longitudinal waves in the axial direction

i given by7

(2.1),.

were

Y Young's modulus,

p density of the material.

bulk velocity of longitudinal waves, i.e. velocity in a

m dium whose dimensions are much greater than the wavelength,

i given by7

p (1 + v) (1 - 2V)

V = Poisson's ratio for the material.

E periments have indicated that the velocity may vary with the

i tensity of the applied vibration; velocities varying by as

m ch as a factor of three have been reported8• It is known

t at under high intensities the elastic properties undergo a

c ange in value due to the extreme stresses experienced and

t is conceivably alters the velocity.

11
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Fig. 2.1 Longitudinal wave propagation6.
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When shear waves are used, the movement of the particles

il� the medium is at right angles to the direction of wave

p�opagation. If the wave propagation is in the x direction,

t.he particle displacement is in the yz plane. Fig 2.2 (a)

i lustrates the particle motion in a shear wave. These waves

mdY exist in a limited area or entirely throughout a body.

The shear wave velocity is about 48 % of that of a

ll)ngitudinal wave in the same material. The shear velocity is

g i.ven by4

(2.3),

wtlere

G the modulus of rigidity of the material.

Ttle shorter wavelength waves are more sensitive to small

ihclusions, and hence are more easily scattered within a

mat.e r i aL, Unlike longitudinal waves, shear waves do not travel

i1 liquids or gases.

2.2.3 SURFACE WAVES

Surface waves can be divided into four classes, namely,

R�yleigh waves, Lamb waves, Love waves, Stoneley waves.

(�) RAYLEIGH WAVES

Rayleigh waves are somewhat analogous to water waves�in

which the motion of particles is both transverse and

lpngitudinal in a plane containing the direction of

p�opagation and "the normal to surface. In Rayleigh waves the

13
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p rticle movement is elliptical and such waves exist only in

t e surface layer of large solids. The major axis of the

e lipse is normal to the surface along which the wave is

t avelling. The minor axis is parallel to the direction of

p opagation. At greater depths than one wavelength below the

s rface the particle motion is practically zero. A

r presentation of Rayleigh wave propagation is given in Fig.

2 2(b). The surface velocity is usually about - O.94times the

t ansverse wave velocity in most solids.

( ) LAMB WAVES

Lamb waves are produced when ultrasonic waves travel

a ong a test specimen with a thickness comparable to the

w veLeriqt.h". A thin plate is capable of transmitting an

i finite number of Lamb waves. There are two main types of

L mb waves; symmetrical or antisymmetrical. The type is

termined by whether the particle motion is symmetrical or

a tisymmetrical with respect to the medial plane of the

s ecimen. Both types of Lamb waves are shown in Fig. 2.3. The

w ve velocity depends on the plate thickness, frequency and

t e test material.

( ) LOVE WAVES

Love waves travel on the surface without any vertical

c mponent. They are basically transverse waves with the

d'rection of oscillation parallel to the surface. Such waves

r quire that a thin layer of some material of different

nsity be present on the bulk material. Love waves propagate

15
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wi t.h velocities which are dependent on the frequency; in

gEeneral the velocity decreases with increasing frequency5.

(I» STONELEY WAVES

These are basically leaky Rayleigh waves which are

sinS-1.2 A
d

(2.3) ,

p oduced when there is a surface wave at a liquid/solid

irtterface, and there is some transfer of ultrasonic energy

back into the liquid med.i.um".

2 3 BEAM SPREADING

An ultrasonic beam travels through matter with very

1 ttle divergence or spreading. As the wavelength becomes

sl�orter, the beam shape approaches that of an almost

r�bctilinear propagation. The region in which the waves are

p�opagated is called the ultrasonic field, the configuration

o� which depends on the diameter (d) of the transducer and

a .. so the wavelength (A). This field is divided into two

rf�gionsi namely far field and the near field. Fraunhofer

dLffraction causes the beam to spread at d2/4A distance from

tle face of the transducer. At this distance, the beam spreads

outward to appear to originate from the centre of the

radiating face of the transducer (Fig. 2.4(a». This spread is

a function of A/d. The angle of divergence of the beam is

gD..ven by6

17
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ig. 2.4 (a) Spreading of longitudinal ultrasonic waves.

(b) Intensity distribution along axis of the

transducer. (c) Directional characterist.ics of a

longitudinal wave transducer 1, of diameter 2a7.
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wrere

9 Angle of divergence of the beam.

The directional characteristics of a longitudinal wave

tlansducer at different wavelengths is presented in Fig.

2.4(b). The variation of intensity with axial distance from

tIe transducer is shown in Fig. 2.4(c).

2 4 GENERATION AND DETECTION OF ULTRASONIC WAVES

Ultrasonic waves are generated and received by a

tlansducer which basically converts energy from one form to

arother. Reversible acoustic transducers are used to convert

t:t e acoustical energy to or from such forms of energy as

e.ectrical, mechanical and thermal. An acoustic transducer is

equivalent to an electrical transformer in which the

e ectrical components, i.e. the true electrical resistances

and reactances appear in the primary circuit and .the

mE'chanical components appear in the secondary circuit.

Transducers used for generating ultrasonic waves are

p ezoelectric, magnetostrictive, electromagnetic, and

mEechanical devices. Transducers most often used for receiving

0: detecting ultrasonic energy are piezoelectric and

m,agnetostrictive devices. Some of the transducers, other than

tl�e piezoelectric type, are described in Appendix A.

2 4.1 CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS

Basically two types of crystals may be used for

gtl:>nerating ultrasonic waves, one which displays the

p'ezoelectric effect and the other electrostrictive effect.

19



S me of the crystals which show piezoelectric effect are

q artz, tourmaline, Rochelle salt, lithium sulphate and

a tificially grown crystals such as ammonium dihydrogen

(ADP) , potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP) ,

(EDT)l. Crystals which showe hylene diamine tartrate

e ectrostrictive effect are barium titanate, lead meta-niobate

a d lead zirconate titanate (PZT)l.

Vigoureux and Booth1 have recommended the following

"r quirements for an ultrasonic transducer:

(a) It should have satisfactory piezoelectric
characteristics for the required modes of
vibration.

(b) Variations of its properties with temperature
should be small.

(c) It should be chemically and physically stable.
(d) It should be capable of matching electric circuit

and medium of propagation.
(e) The generation of parasitic frequencies which may

arise from unsatisfactory mounting should be
minimal.

( ) PIEZOELECTRIC EFFECT

The piezoelectric effect occurs in crystals in which

t ere is an absence of centre of symmetryl. If a slab or disc

o such a crystal is cut with its parallel surfaces lying

n rmal to a polar axis, then on subjecting this slab to a

chanical stress, equal and opposite "electric charges appear

o the parallel surfaces. Provided the crystal is not strained

b yond its ela�tic limit, the magnitude of the charge density

r dielectric polarisation) is directly proportional to the

a plied stress.

20



Conversely, when an electric field is applied in the

d rection of a polar axis the slab is mechanically strained,

tl�e amount of strain being proportional to the intensity of

tl�e applied field. The direct and inverse piezoelectric

e�fects are equal and opposite1• The microscopic origin of

p ezoelectricity lies in the displacement of ionic charges

w thin the crystal. In the absence of strain, the distribution

o� charges at the lattice site is symmetric, so the internal

f eld is zero. When the crystal is strained, the charges are

d splaced. If the charge distribution is no longer symmetric,

t.hen a net polarisation, and a concomitant electric field

d4!velops. This is the field which operates in piezoelectric

e�fect. Fig. 2.5(a) illustrates that if there is a centre of

i1version even after distortion then the polarisation remains

Z4ero. However, as it can be seen from Fig. 2.5(b), in the case

o� quartz, in which there is no centre of inversion,

d�stortion produces polarisation. The lack of inversion centre

i s not however a sufficient condition to guarantee

piezoelectricitylO.

Quartz, which is very commonly used for ultrasonic

propacat.Lon , belongs to the trigonal system and a typical

q�artz transducer with different cuts is illustrated in Fig.

2.5(c). It can be seen from this diagram that the Z-axis, the

optic axis, is non�polar and that a section through the main

bpdy of the crystal, normal to the Z-axis, is hexagonal in

shape. The three axes joining opposite edges are known as the
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(a) Crystal with centre of inversion exhibits no

piezoelectric effect. (b) Origin of piezoelectric
effect in quartz. (c) X-cut rectangular and
circular plates from a quartz crystal1\
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X-axis and the corresponding axes perpendicular to these i.e.

joining opposite faces, are called the Y-axes. These are polar

cut with their faces perpendicular to them

display the piezoelectric effect 1. Crystals cut with their

ces normal to an X- or Y-axis are called X- or Y-cuts,

r spectively. X-cut crystals are normally used for the

opagation of compression/longitudinal waves and Y-cut

c ystals are often used for the generation of shear waves1•

Consider an X-cut crystal in the shape of the rectangular

ism as shown in Fig. 2.5(c). An electric field applied along

e X-axis of the crystal in a given direction produces

in that direction, and simultaneously, an

e pansion takes place along the Y direction of the crystal. By

r versing the direction of field the compression and expansion

ke place along Y and X direction respectively. It is

that there is no change along the Z axis.

Electrodes may be formed by coating the surface normal to

X or Y axis by means of a conducting material. The

ndamental frequency of the crystal is dependent on its

ickness (Section 4.3.1). Apart from exciting the crystal at

s fundamental frequency, it can also be excited at its

rmonic frequencies to generate higher frequency ultrasonic

ves.

Quartz possesses most of the desirabl� properties of a

ansducer. It remains piezoelectric at temperatures upto 573

and is very stable both chemically and physically except at

23



Table 2.1: Principal Piezoelectric Properties of some of
the More Common Transducer Materials1•

d*
Upper(coulomb k

**

SUBSTANCE
DIELECTRIC newton-1x a

Curie
CONSTANT 1012 % Temp.

°c

Quartz 4.5 2.3 11 550
(X-cut)

400 to
20 120

Barium titanate 60 to 190 to to
1700 50 140

Lead zirconate 900 to
23 350

80 to 320 to to
titanate 1500 76 490

Lead meta-niobate 225 85 42 550

Rochelle salt
(450 Y-cut) 9.4 27 29 45

Rochelle salt
450 430 78 45

(45° X-cut)

Ammonium
dihydrogen 15 24 29 120

phosphate (ADP)
(45° Z-cut)

vEry high temperatures and pressures where it becomes

pcrtially soluble in water1• Internal losses are small and if

mounted properly it has a Q factor of 25,0001•

Quartz is easily worked and specimens as thin as 0.1 mm

tl ick may be cut. Comparison of the salient properties of

qtartz with other major crystal transducers is given in Table

2.1.

*Piezoelectric strain constant.

**Electro-mechanical coupling factor.
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For a piezoelectric transducer following relations hold

good within the elastic limitl.

s = Ts + Ed' (2.4),

D = Td + £E (2.5) ,

were

T, E = Tensile stress and Electric strength respectively,

S Resultant mechanical strain,

D Electric displacement,

s Elastic constant,

£ = Electric permittivity,

d, d' = Piezoelectric strain constant.

( ) ELECTROSTRICTlVE EFFECT

Certain dielectrics called ferroelectrics exhibit a

s rong electrostrictive effect. The application of an electric

f'eld in a given direction produces a mechanical strain, the

m of which is proportional to the square of the

field strength and is thus independent of the

d'rection of the field. Consequently, a positive strain �ay

o cur for both positive and negative values of the exciting

f'eld. To obtain a sinusoidal variation in strain one must

p larise the transducer1• This is usually done by heating it

t a temperature above the Curie point, and then allowing it

t cool down slowly in a strong direct field oriented in the

d'rection in which it is intended to apply the exciting field.
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P ovided that the exciting field is small compared with the

i itial polarising field, the strain will vary sinusoidally .at

frequency of the exciting fieldl.

A polarised ferroelectric transducer appears to display

same effect as a piezoelectric transducer. For the

c nstruction of this type of transducer, many small

c ystallites of the ferroelectric material, together with

s itable additives, are bonded together to form a ceramic of

t e required shape. Various shapes of these transducers can

t be obtained.

These electrostrictive transducers have high internal

d mpingl. This makes them suitable for generation of short

p lses. However, some of the ferroelectric transducers such as

b rium titanate have low Curie temperatures of around

1 SoCl2whereas others such as lead zirconate titanate have a

C rie temperature of 490 cCl.

The equivalent circuit for a barium titanate transducer

i the same as that for quartz transducer. However, because of

m ch higher dielectric constant, the static capacitance is

c nsiderably higher for barium titanate. Barium titanate has

a lower dynamic impedance in comparison to quartz. Thus for

t e same power output from a barium titanate transducer as

f om a quartz transducer, a large current must be used7.

2 5 E UIVALENT CIRCUITS

The equivalent circuit of the transducer is useful for

p edicting its efficiency, transformation factor, Q value, and
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fer analyzing the performance of the transducer after it is

censtructed. An equivalent circuit is based on the assumption

tr at the transducer operates in a linear manner and, therefore

a] 1 circuit values are constent s+".

In the case of quartz, the piezoelectric element is an

electric condenser of capacitance Co by virtue of the

djelectric nature of the transducer material and the

e]ectroded surfaces. The electrical resistance of this

cendenser is negligible. The capacitance Co appears in

pc rallel with a series branch that includes the converted

mechanical impedances. These mechanical impedances consist of

(J ) a resistance Rl corresponding to the losses in the

t.r ansducer, (2) a load resistance or radiation impedance ZR;

(:) an inductance L due to the mass of the transducer; and (4)

a capacitance, C, due to the compliance l/K of the

tl ansduce r+' .

For an air backed transducer, the circuit elements are

g. ven by13

L =
M

40.2
' (2.6),

wh.ere

a is the transformation factor.

However, there are losses in the piezoelectric element in

t.he form of dielectric losses and internal losses due to

st rain. Inserting these losses, 'a simple equivalent circuit

f(Dr an air-backed quartz at resonance is illustrated in Fig.
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2 6. From the equivalent circuit the efficiency Tl of the

p ezoelectric transducer becomes13

(2.7),

were

poco = is the characteristic acoustic impedance of the load,

a = the transformation factor,

S = is the area of radiating surface,

Ro corresponds to resistance due to dielectric losses,

Rf corresponds to internal losses due to strain.

The efficiency of the transducer when there is maximum

p wer transfer from the generator to load is given by13

(2.8) ,

T is occurs when the transducer is matched to the generator

a d the radiation impedance is equal in magnitude to the

i ternal loss resistance of the transducer.

The transformation factor kc is basically the ratio of

t e mechanical energy stored in the transducer to the

e ectrical energy supplied to it 1. It is another way of

i dicating the efficiency of the transducer.

The Q of the transducer is the ratio of the energy stored

i its reactive components to the energy dissipated in its

r sistive components, which include the radiation resistance.
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Ro = Resistance due to dielectric losses.

Co = Capacitance due to electrodes.

Rf = Resistance due to internal strain losses.

� = Radiation resistance.

Equivalent circuit of a simple air-backed,
resonant piezoelectric transducer with losses13.
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T e operating frequency bandwidth of the transducer is a

f nction of the Q.

2 6 ULTRASONIC VELOCITY MEASUREMENT TECHNI UES IN SOLIDS

There are quite a few techniques for measuring the

v locity of sound in solids. The electronic techniques are

I sted below:

1) Pulse echo technique

2) Sing-around technique

3) Pulse superposition technique

4) Pulse echo overlap technique (PEO).

5) Superposed pulse echo overlap method (SPEO).

In all these techniques the solid sample in which the

u trasonic velocity is to be determined should have parallel

s rfaces. The piezoelectric transducer is mounted on the

. s ecimen such that the coupling produced by the bonding medium

i tight, producing satisfactory acoustic impedance matching.

A so the sample thickness should be measured accurately and

t e transducer should be excited at its resonant frequency.

2 6.1 PULSE ECHO TECHNI UE

Firestone11in 1940 was first to recognise the importance

o the pulse echo method for non-destructive testing, in

p rticular for the location of flaws.

Fig. 2.7 shows a simplified block diagram for a pulse

e ho instrument. A trigger circuit initiates the time base

g nerator which provides a sweep for the X-plates of the

o cilloscope besides acting as a triggering for the pulse
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generator. The pulse generator in turn triggers the RF

generator for the specified duration of the pulse width. RF

generator is tuned to the resonant frequency of the crystal.

RE generation is thus synchronised with the sweep generation.

Tte generated RF is applied to the transmitting crystal which

is excited at its resonant frequency and thus sends ultrasonic

waves through the sample. The ultrasonic echoes are either

received by another transducer or the same transducer can also

act as the receiver. The RF signal generated by the receiving

transducer is fed to an amplifier and rectified thereafter.

Tte rectified echoes are then fed to the Y-plates of the

os cilloscope. As the acoustic signal wi thin the sample is

reflected back and forth several times, the received

electrical signal represents a typical exponentially decaying

waveform. Care should be taken in this method of controlling

tte means of trigger and the repetition rate of the RF train

sc that the next RF train is applied after the echo train

rE sulting from the preceding RF train has completely died

de wn. In practice, the next RF train is applied after -

6C11times the echo duration. Since the time base frequency is

s�nchronised with the pulse repetition frequency the echoes

aIpear stationary on the oscilloscope. Since thickness of the

semple has already been determined the velocity of sound in

tle sample can be readily resolved.
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2 6.2 SING-AROUND TECHNIOUE

This technique was invented by Holbro�kland Hieldmann et

a: . Ilhave used it for determining the velocity of sound. The

b.ock diagram of this method is shown in Fig. 2.8. Two X-cut

tlansducers are mounted exactly opposite to each other on the

siDecimen as shown. A RF pulse excites the transmitting

t ransducer generating longitudinal ultrasonic waves. These

wcves after transit through the specimen are detected by the

rEeceiving transducer. The feedback circuit essentially acts as

a control for triggering the RF pulse generator as soon as the

pul se has reached the receiving transducer. The time of travel

tbrough the specimen is obtained from the pulse repetition

ri�e found from the frequency counter. The relation between

vE>locity and pulse repetition rate (P.R.R.) is given byI3

cL = L x P. R. R. (2.9),

where

L = is the thickness of the material.

Tl�is equation holds good if the correction factor for delays

im coupling between transducers and the specimen and in the

e ectrical components is neglected. The received signal can be

v ewed on the CRO if required.

2 6.3 PULSE SUPERPOSITION TECHNIOUE

This method was devised by H.J. McSkiminl4. The advantage

o� this method is that it overcomes the error produced by

clDupling. Consider 'a short duration RF pulse produced by the

met.hods described above. This will give rise to echoes VI, V2,
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V3 as shown in Fig. 2.9. This RF pulse train is produced every

T seconds where T is approximately equal to some multiple p of

t e round time delay in the specimen. It can be seen from

F'g.2.9 that this results in odd numbered echoes appearing in

t e same time slot, net result of which is superposition. By

a justing T, the superposition is done such that when this in

p ase condition of echoes is achieved, T is equivalent to the

t'me between echo pulses as seen in the Fig. 2.9. In general

t e equation which holds good for T is14

(2.11 )

w ere

'Y = is the phase angle associated with the reflection of

w ves at transducer,

f is the RF frequency of pulse,

n is the number of cycles of mismatch,

0 is the round trip delay time.

T us, by finding T from the eRO the round trip delay time 8

c n be found from the above equation. As the thickness of the

s ecimen is known the velocity of sound in the specimen can be

d termined.

2 6.4 PULSE ECHO OVERLAP

This technique was originated by May15, and was later

e tended to pulse-echo phase delay measurements by E.P.

P padakis15. The PEO method is a very versatile and highly
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urate process for measuring the velocity of ultrasonic

es in material and structures.

In this method echoes are observed on the oscilloscope,

which is triggered externally by a continuous wave (CW)

usoidal signal approximately equal in period to the travel

e between the echoes or an integer fraction thereof. The

proper adjustment of CW frequency produces alignment of the

cycles of the RF in the echoes so that CW period corresponds

to the travel time for the phase velocity of the ultrasonic

es. The block diagram of apparatus is shown in Fig. 2.10.

audio generator produces sweep for the oscilloscope,

besides triggering the time delay generators and the pulsed RF

generator. The RF pulse excites the transducer at the resonant

The hybridge allows only the received echoes to go

to the amplifiers but blocks the output RF pulse. The echoes

a e then received by the CRO. The intensity gate attached to

Z-axis of the CRO is actuated by time delay generators

p oducing intensified trace of the overlapping echoes. First

t e oscilloscope is operated with a linear sweep in order to

several echoes. But then it is put in the X-Y

o eration and the scope intensity is reduced so that the

i tensified overlapped echoes are visible.

The two echoes which overlap are matched up cycle for

by adjusting the period of the audio-sweep signal to be

to the time delay between echoes. When the audio signal

p riod to becomes equal to the delay T between the echoes and
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the corresponding frequency is fo' then matching of echoes

occurs at audio frequencies mfo (m=l, 2,3 .... ). The audio

frequency is read by the counter when the echoes are aligned.

It is advantageous to use large m numbers and then average the

result so as to decrease the error due to the counter.

However, the main disadvantages of this method are that

a quick measurement is difficult, and an extension to an

automatic measurement system is not possible.

2.6.5 SUPERPOSED PULSE ECHO OVERLAP METHOD (SPEO)

SPEO has only been recently formulated by Negita and

Takao16• This method basically incorporates the advantages of

Me Skimins pulse superposition technique and pulse echo overlap

tEchnique.

The method is explained by the illustration in Fig. 2.11.

TIe pulse echo methods generate a series of echoes after a RF

ptlse excites the transducer. The velocity is determined by

me asuring the round-trip time (tr) of the echoes. In PEO,

echoes are overlapped by adjusting period of trigger pulse to

(I ig. 2.11 (c)) for the sweep of the oscilloscope to tr, with

t1 e interval of exciting pulse (�ig. 2.11 (b) ), ti being

ir tegral multiple of to; ti=nto. In SPEO however more than two

s\ccessive trigger pulses are used for the RF generation, with

a pulse interval ts as shown in Fig. 2.11 (d) equal to tr,

ec hoes are superposed after the last exciting pulse. The

e<hoes can be overlapped on the oscilloscope to satisfy the

c<nndition ts=tr=to and ti=nto where n is an integer. From this
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ig. 2.11 (a) Pulse echoes. (b&c) Trigger pulses for PEO

method. (c&d) for the, SPEO method. (c) is for

the X axis sweep of the oscilloscope16•
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th� round-trip time tr through the specimen is determined and

he1ce the velocity. The in-phase condition of the echoes is

determined when_the amplitude of the superposed echoes becomes·

a maximum with respective superposed echoes having the same

phase with each other. This can be seen on the oscilloscope.
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3. THERMAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In thermal analysis techniques, physical properties of a

mcterial are measured as a function of temperature, when the

mcterial is subjected to a controlled temperature-time

pnoqram , Some of the physical parameters which can be measured

b1 thermal analysis instruments are temperature and energy of

a phase transition, dimensional changes, and viscoelastic

pr operties. Other applications of thermal analysis include

prioduct; reliability, compositional analysis, and chemical

rE act ions ". The most extensively used group of techniques,

wrich perform thermal analysis of materials, are Differential

Sc anning Calorimetry (DSC) and Thermo-Mechanical analysis

('J MA). Recently Thermo-Microhardness analysis (Tf.lHA) has also

bEen introduced as a further technique. These techniques are

de scribed in this Chapter to lay down the principles of

tE chniques used for thermal analysis. A preview with some

applications of the Thermoacoustic analysis (TAA) technique

.flom the present literature has also been included to

e:ucidate its usefulness.

3 2 DIFFERENTIAL SCANNING CALORIMETRY eDSC)

This the rma I analysis technique is principally based upon

tIe detection'of changes in heat content (enthalpy) or the

sIDecific heat of the sample. The_specific heat of the material

v: ries slowly with temperature when the material is in a
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p rticular state. However, it varies discontinuously when

t ere is a change of state taking place. Some of the processes

w ich are accompanied by changes in enthalpy are melting,

d composition, and heat of reaction of a material. Enthalpy

c anges related to these processes. can be detected by DSC3.

In DSC, a sample to be analyzed and a thermally inert

r ference material are both placed in identical environments.

T is environment is constituted of metal cans on individual

b ses each having a pLat i.num
: resistance thermometer and a

hater as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). Thermal mass of the holders is

m nimised so as to increase the response of the thermometers.

T e heater power is adjusted such that any temperature

d fference between the sample and reference is nulled. Thus

t e temperatures of both the reference and the sample are the

s me as the programmed temperature. This null temperature

d fference is maintained even in case of a thermal event

t king place in the sample3• The amount of energy which is

supplied or withdrawn from the sample is measured

a ainst the temperature of the sample. A typical DSC curve

c lled a thermogram for a sample is depicted in Fig. 3.1(b).

T e ordinate is proportional to the specific heat of the

s mple since it corresponds to the rate of heat input into the

s mple. Exothermic and endothermic enthalpy changes give rise

t peaks as shown in the thermogram in Fig. 3.1(b).

A number of DSC instruments are commercially available,

all require to be calibrated accurately prior to use. Some
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of the factors which can affect DSC measurements are given

be 10w3:

(a) Furnace atmosphere
(b) Speed and response of recording instrument.

(c) Particle size.
(d) Packing density.
(e) Amount of sample.
(f) Degree of crystallinity.

3.3 THERMOMECHANICAL ANALYSIS (TMAl

Using this thermomechanical analysis17(TMA) technique

me chanical deformations of the material, e. g. expansion or

ccntraction of material, as a function of programmed

temperature can be determined. The amount of deformation is

u�ually monitored when stress, which is normally non-

os cillatory, is applied to the sample, so that deformation

urder a permanent load is measured. As in the case of DSC, TMA

irstruments are also commercially available. The principles

behind these measurements are the same in all the commercial

instruments. Fig. 3.2 illustrates a typical TMA apparatus. A

probe is connected to the core of Linear Variable Differential

TJansformer (LVDT). The core is in turn coupled to the sample

b�17 a quartz tube containing a thermocouple for measuring the

sample temperature. The movement of the sample.is transformed

into an electrical signal, by the LVDT, which is directly

p oportional to the displacement of the probe, and hence to

the deformation of the sample. Expansion or contraction of the

sdmple is indicated by the sign of the transformed electrical

s gnal. The apparatus shown in Fig. 3.2 can operate from

1 quid nitrogen temperature to 850°C17• A weight tray which is
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attached to the upper end of the probe allows predetermined

, force to be applied. A small tip diameter probe17and loaded

weight tray are used when sensitive detection of the softening

temperature (e.g. glass transition temperature, Tg) of the

material is required. For determining the coefficients of

e}<pansion larger tip diameters and zero loading are used.

Samples as thick as 1-1.S17cm can be analyzed by TMA.

3.4 TBERMOMICROHARDNESS (TUB)

Hardness as defined by the American Society of Metals "is

tte measure of the resistance of a material to indentation by

ar indenter of fixed geometry, under a static load." There are

v : rious schools of thought regarding the definition of the

te rm microhardness. For example Buckle' S18 definition of

m, crohardness is " Indentations with lowest possible loads upto

a maximum of 2DO gm". In contrast Lysaght's18 definition for

tte same term is "Tests performed with loads of under 1000

glams". Thus the term "microhardness testing" is generally

a< cepted as implying the measurement of hardness at low loads,

bi t the precise range of loading considered varies with

d:fferent workers.

The most commonly used indenter for microhardness testing

i� the Vickers 1360 diamond pyramid. Other indenters, e.g.

steel balls, are also used, particulary in the U.S.A. Hardness

nl�mbers are used to express hardness, measured by different

tEhchniques, for example Vickers hardness number (VHN) , Knoop

h,Brdness number (KHN). Vickers hardness test involves using a
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diamond indenter to press against the material at a constant

load of F kgf. This diamond indenter has the shape of a square

pyramid with an apex angle of �36° as shown in Fig 3.3(a}.

fixed loading the pyramidal indenter is removed andA

t e diagonals d1 and d2 of the indentation are measured. VHN

is load per unit surface area of impression. VHN (kg/mm2), is

F
VHN = 1.854

-:-2
dav

(3.1) ,

were

dav = Average diagonal in mm,

F = Constant load.

I thermo-microhardness measurements, the hardness number (or

i s log) is plotted against temperature, in order to determine

t e various structural transformations in the material under

Fig. 3.3(b) illustrates a T�HA instrument designed by

K sap and Yannacopoulos19for T�H analysis. Buehler micromet II

m·crohardness tester operates a diamond indenter for Vickers

i dentations on the test sample under the selected load for a

s lected duration. The sample is mounted on to an aluminum

p ate by means of thermal high conductivity paste. The heater

i the aluminum plate is connected to an autotransformer,

w ich as seen is controlled by a Labmate data acquisition

s stem and a computer, through a relay. The temperature of the

s mple is sensed by attaching a thermocouple to its surface
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and this temperature appears on the chart recorder. Each VHN

me asurement is marked on the chart corresponding to the

temperature.

In order to avoid the cooling effect of the indenter tip,

its temperature is maintained close to that of the ,sample by

tte data acquisition system in conjunction with the relay and

pcwer supply. The hardness measurements on this instrument can

be carried out for heating rates from .02°C/min to a maximum

of 3°C/min. However, the heating rate is maLntained constant

o�er a VHN versus temperature measurement. A typical plot of

VfN versus temperature is depicted in'Fig. 3.3(c). From the

graph it can be seen that there is a point of inflection at

temperature Tg which corresponds to the phase transformation

ce lled the glass transition temperature. In general, for

mi crohardness the Ito-Shishokin2o relation given below is

aI=plicable

H = A e-BT (3.2) ,

WI ere

A Intrinsic hardness constant,

B coefficient of thermal softening19•

Some of the sources of errors which can affect T�H

mEasurements are listed below20:

(a) Rate of application of the load.
(b) Chisel tip of the indenter which is inherent irr the

design of both Vickers as well as Knoop indenters.
(c) Resolution of the microscope.
(d) Contrast at the edge of impression.
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It must be emphasised that the tensile strength of many

m terials is related to hardness of the material. Thus, T�HA,

e fectively monitors the changes in the tensile strength as

t e material is heated.

3.5 THERMOACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

This is a relatively new technique of thermal analysis

c mpared to those described above. Two parameters may be

m asured as a function of temperature. a) Relative changes in

u trasonic wave velocity or absolute velocity changes, in the

s mple under analysis. b) Attenuation of the ultrasonic waves

w'thin the sample. From the measurement of both or either of

t ese two parameters, different physical properties of the

s mple can be studied. These include phase transformations,

t e strength of material, rate of relaxation, types and

c ricent rat Lon of defects, behaviour of a bond between two

terials, welds, and changes in the concentration of

c nstituents in the alloy. An important inherent advantage of

t is technique is that the physical properties of the sample

c n be measured by non-destructive means.

TAA technique can also be used isothermally. Kittinger21

u ed this technique at room temperature to determine the rate

relaxation in vitreous selenium at different storageo

t mperatures (Tg value of vitreous selenium is 30oe). He

s bjected samples of amorphous selenium prepared from a given

b tch to different storage temperatures. The results obtained

b Kittinger shows changes in sound velocity at different
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storage temperatures as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. The changes

in the sound velocity are due to the process of structural

re�axation which is highly temperature dependent.

Lakshmikumar et al.22used the TAA technique to determine

precisely the longitudinal and shear velocities near the glass

t rans i.t Lon temperature in amorphous SesoTe2oand Se90TelO (Tg

-60°C). They prepared cylindrical samples of diameter 6-8 mm

an� of thickness 10-15 mm, and analysed the samples by using

McSkimins14pulse superposition technique. They employed

ul�rasonic waves at 10 MHz with the sample subjected to an

average heating rate of 5 to 6 K/hr. The TAA cell used by

them, and the variation of longitudinal and shear velocity in

these alloys with temperature are shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig.

3.6 respectively. It is observed that both the velocities

decrease abruptly around 333 K (60°C) where there is a glass

transformation in the material.

Kartha et al.23measured the variation of sound velocity

in Se90GelO (Tg -87°C) and SessGels(Tg -102°C) with temperature

also by employing Mcskimins14 pulse superposition technique.

A graph of longitudinal and shear velocities versus

temperature in both the samples is shown in Fig. 3.7 where it

can be seen that there is an abrupt change in velocity around

the glass transition tempe�atures of the two samples.

Similar measurements were also carried out by Kostial et

al.24on amorphous Se�Te alloys, who found the glass transition

temperature of the alloy to depend on the Te concentration.
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T ey subjected the cylindrical. samples to a 1 K/min

t mperature ramping rate. The fundamental frequency of the

L'thium Niobate transducer which they used was 3.5 MHz. The

r su lt s obtained by Kostial et ale are in agreement with

K sap's25DSC experiments. There are two transitions obtained

o e is independent of Te (tellurium) concentration and the

o her increases with an increase in Te concentration. The

s cond transition is the glass transition temperature Tg of

t e alloy24. Similar experiments by Carini et al.26 on Se-Te

a loys show a disagreement in that Tg is observed to decrease

w'th an increase in Te concentration. It would be interesting

t carry out further studies on the amorphous Se1-xTex system

t clarify the experimental disagreement.

Robinette27has investigated the influence of thermal

t eatment on amorphous As2Se3 (36.4 atomic % As) alloy. He

s bjected the samples from the same batch to different cooling

r tes immediately after their preparation. Some were allowed

t cool rapidly by air convection and others were allowed to

e uilibrate at 160°C in an oil bath for several hours. The

s mples in oil bath were then cooled at different rates i.e.

1 , 30, 50, 100 hrs. to room temperature. The velocities were

m asured by the pulse echo overlap technique150n 1 cm thick

s mples. Robinette found that there was a significant increase

i sound velocity in samples with slower cooling due to bulk

d nsification. For the fastest cooled sample (- 1 hour) bulk

d nsification continued at room temperature for several
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m nths. Another aspect of his investigation was the thermal

c cling effect. He found that rapidly cooled samples

c mpletely relax with subsequent slow cooling. Whereas, slow

c oled samples when subjected to subsequent rapid cooling have

s me influence of their previously more relaxed state. Thus

t e time-temperature history, specifically cooling from Tg to

r om temperature, can have an effect on the physical

p operties of amorphous glasses such as As2Se3.

Changes in the ultrasonic velocity and absorption with

s ress have already been studied by a number of researchers.

F r example, using their self designed instrument, Ordu et

a .28 measured relative changes in the ultrasonic velocity and

a tenuation in 99.999% pure aluminum subjected to cyclic

s ress. The stress cycles are numbered from 1-10 in Fig. 3.8.

T ey observed an increase in attenuation �a and a decrease in

t e normalised sound velocity �V/V at low stresses, which is

s own in Fig. 3.8. However, at higher stresses a second range

o variation takes place due to the onset of plastic strain.

S'milarly Nagata et al.29have used acoustic measurements to

s udy the high pressure phase in polyethylene.
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3.6 CONCLUSION

Although Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and

T ermomechanical analysis are well established thermal

a alysis techniques with a number of commercial instruments

a ailable to carry out the experiments, there is nonetheless

a eed to explore the use of ultrasonic techniques for thermal

a alysis. Only a few authors21-24,26,27 have recently attempted

t use ultrasonic measurements in thermal analysis of

m For example, using TAA, the glass transformation

p has been studied in a-Sel_xTex alloys. In all

c ses21-24, 26-34 the TAA instrument was designed adhoc and quite

without a well defined temperature-time profile.

F rthermore, the transducers were bonded directly to the

and the instrument could not accept a variety of

s ecimens which can be readily changed. It is clear that there

i therefore a need to develop a convenient TAA apparatus.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the TAA apparatus designed and implemented

in this thesis is to measure relative velocity changes of

longitudinal ultrasonic waves, s», and relative attenuation /lU

as a function of temperature in a wide variety of engineering

materials. T�e details of the design and construction of the

TAlA apparatus and the experimental procedure used for carrying

o�t the acoustic experiments are described in this Chapter.

Many workers21-24,26-28,30-33have coupled the acoustic transducer

directly to the sample and the sample has often been heated

along an undefined temperature-time profile22-24, 26. One of the

mcst important requirements for TAA is a well defined heating

rate so that the ultrasonic data obtained from the experiments

can be sensibly analysed by the current thermo-analytical

methods.

The TAA apparatus in the present work was implemented

flom commercially available components and with some workshop

me chining. The loading of the. sample for the ultrasonic

me asurements was kept as convenient as possible to allow a

veriety of samples to be readily studied.

4.2 GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION & METHOD

A block diagram of the complete· TAA system and a

protograph of the experimental set-up are shown in Figs. 4.1

ard 4.2 respectively. Two X-cut quartz transducers for
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Fig. 4.2 Photograph of Experimental setup.
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pr ducing and detecting longitudinal ultrasonic waves were

at ached onto two pyrex glass buffer rods using a thin layer

of adhesive. Both the pulse echo and the sing-arbund

te hniques (Section 2.6.1 & 2.6.2) were employed in order to

rease accuracy and reliability of the measurements. The

se echo technique was implemented by an RF bridge circuit

ch keeps the transmitting and the receiving channels

is lated. Accordingly, one of the transducers works as a

nsmitter (generator) as well as a receiver of ultrasonic

es, whereas the other transducer functions only as the

re eiver of ultrasonic waves.

It can be seen in Fig. 4.1 that the sample under study is

sa dwiched between the two glass buffer rods in the TAA cell.

Fi . 4.3 gives a schematic sketch of the TAA cell which is

pI ced on a 1/4" thick asbestos sheet of dimensions 6" X 6".

buffer rods made of pyrex glass and of dimensions 1.90 cm

diameter and 4.00 cm in length were used to sandwich the

pIe and to pass the waves through the sample. The upper rod

used to couple the waves into the sample and the lower rod

used to couple the waves from the sample to the receiving

nsducer. The upper buffer rod could be moved vertically

ards or downwards by a mechanical clamp-sliding arrangement

reas the lower buffer rod was fixed. An aluminum ring with

notch and a miniature tightening screw was attached

und the lower buffer rod at the sample end. A K-type

rmocouple junction head was firmly fixed inside the notch
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by means of a miniature screw. Two thin aluminum foils

ci cular in shape and having the same diameter as the buffer

ro s were placed at the sample ends of the buffer rods by a

cial high temperature grease.

The sample to be studied is required to have parallel

faces and be preferably cylindrical in shape with a

in the range of 1.5 mm to 8 mm. Thickness of the

pies was measured by a thickness measurement system

ufactured by Sylvac Measuring systems, Switzerland. The

thickness was measured at 6-7 different points on the sample

the average va lue of the thickness was obtained. Maximum

accuracy of the thickness measuring system as given by the

manufacturer is around 0.1 �m.

The sample, after being smeared with a thin layer of

grease (Slick 50), was placed onto the aluminum foil attached

to the lower buffer rod. The purpose of the aluminum foil is

t establish a reasonably uniform temperature across the

c ntact surfaces of the sample and the glass buffer. A number

o control runs with thermocouples attached to the sample and

r ng on various samples like aluminum, polymers, glassy alloy

that the thermocouple attached to the aluminum ring

the sample temperature to within 1°C. The sample

t in the TAA apparatus was read'by a PID temperature

c ntroller by means of the K-type thermocouple fixed in the

a uminum ring around the lower buffer rod. The sample placed

o the lower buffer rod was then surrounded by an electrical,
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ter. The latter was cylindrical in shape and had the

ensions of 1.25" in diameter and 1.25" in height. This

ter basically forms the TAA cell, which is shown in Fig.

The upper buffer rod was then lowered and placed on the

pIe. The sample was thus sandwiched between the upper and

er buffer rods with the heater surrounding the sample and

t of the buffer rods. The heater was covered at its ends by

hined aluminum plates to allow only buffer rods to pass

ough into the TAA cell. The entire TAA cell was then

rounded by appropriately shaped refractory bricks for

rmal insulation and adiabatic heating of the sample. The

T cell could be operated at a maximum heating rate of

The TAA cell and parts of 'the electronic circuitry

e housed in a grounded aluminum box which was divided into

sections so as to separate the transmitting and the

eiving transducers as shown in Fig. 4.2. This also

vented to a large extent the RF pick-up and interference in

detector section.

temperature controller allowed accurateThe PID

perature ramping and soaking options. It was necessary to

ry out a careful tuning of the PID controller to the TAA

1 heater by carrying out several runs on dummy samples. The

ter was powered by the temperature controller through a

interface unit. This temperature .controller was

in erfaced to an IBM computer by an RS 232 interface. The

desired heating rate could be entered through the computer and
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temperature profile of the sample could be monitored in

re 1 time along with the desired temperature profile. After

heating process was over, a hard copy could thus be

ained.

The electronic circuitry for the acoustic velocity and

at enuation measurements basically generated and detected the

ul rasonic waves. The transmitter part of the electronic

ci cuitry produced RF pulse-s of 165 vp-p amplitude, 4 MHz

quency, 6 �s pulse width, at a pulse repetition rate of 1

These high voltage RF pulses excited the transmitting X�

quartz transducer to generate longitudinal ultrasonic

es. The generated ultrasonic waves then traversed through

buffer rods with the sample sandwiched between them and

were finally detected by a receiving transducer to produce RF

voltage signals which were amplified and displayed on a

Ca hode Ray Oscilloscope (CRO).

During the transit of the ultrasonic wave, a part of it

gets reflected at the interface between the sample and the

u per buffer rod (due to mismatch in acoustic impedance) and

is received by the transmitting transducer. The echo signal is

o tained after a time corresponding to the transit through

t ice the upper buffer rod length. This signal was then fed

d'rectly to the CRO. On the other hand, the signal received by

receiving transducer corresponds to the transit time of

t e ultrasonic waves through the upper and lower buffer rods

the sample. Thus by observing both the signals on the eRO,
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th time difference between the two signals could be

de ermined. This time difference corresponds to the transit

ti e of the ultrasonic waves through the sample alone provided

th t the buffer rods are of equal length. By knowing the

th'ckness of the sample, the absolute velocity through the

sa pIe could be readily determined.

The relative changes of the ultrasonic transit time with

te perature of the sample were determined by taking as a time

re erence the zero crossing of the beginning of a cycle of the

ec 0 signal at the transmitting end. The time changes (ot) of

th zero crossing of the beginning of a cycle of the received

si nal at the receiving transducer with respect-to the above

re erence gives the change in acoustic transit time. Thus by

me suring this time ot on the eRO at different temperatures

wi h the sample heated at a controlled rate, the relative

ch nges of ultrasonic transit time through the sample could be

re dily obtained. This data was then used to obtain normalised

ve ocitYi normalised with respect to the velocity through the

sa pIe at room temperature. The attenuation of the ultrasonic

es through the sample with temperature at a particular

he ting rate was obtained by measuring the received amplitude

(V -p) of the RF voltage signal on eRO in the storage mode.

reference Vp-p was taken at room temperature. The

resolution of the apparatus for measuring relative changes in

transit time was improved by using a delayed triggering

technique to trigger the eRO externally. The delayed trigger
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produced by using the trigger generator (Fig. 4.1) or RF

se to trigger a precision electronic delay comprised of

Pulse Generator PG 58 (Advance Instruments) in the external

trigger mode. The delay of the pulse produced by the pulse

ge erator was set so as to get resolution of 10 ns in

measuring changes of transit time. The resolution for

measuring the signal amplitude was about 1 mV.

The working of the apparatus at room temperature was

verified by measuring the velocity of longitudinal ultrasonic

through the two pyrex glass buffer rods coupled to each

by a thin layer of Slick 50 grease. The measured transit

of the ultrasonic waves through the coupled pyrex buffer

was 14.64 �s. With the length of the combined buffer rods

bing 8.00 cm, the velocity of longitudinal ultrasonic waves

o tained was 5.46 x 103 m/sec. The value of longitudinal

obtained fromin pyrex glasswaves

l'terature13is 5.57 x 103 m/sec, the discrepancy is thus around

2 51.
o •

The whole experimental system shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2

c n be considered as an integration of three major subsystems.

1) Electronic instrumentation subsystem.
2) Thermal subsystem.
3) Mechanical subsystem.

4 3 ELECTRONIC SUBSYSTEM

The main purpose of the electronic subsystem is the

neration and detection of ultrasonic.waves which requires

t e use of acoustic transducers as discussed in Section 2.4.
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Trcansducer design and techniques for coupling of the

tr(�nsducer to the sample under study are important parts of

t.he electronic subsystem. Another important constituent of the

elE�ctronic subsystem is the design and implementation of the

ci cuits for excitation of the transducer to generate

lo:ngitudinal ultrasonic waves and to detect these waves after

tr,ansit through the sample.

4 . '� . 1 TRANSDUCER DESIGN

Transducer design involves determining the type of

tr,ansducer, transducer material, and the various parameters

associated with the transducer; viz. diameter, resonant

frequency (fr), type of crystal cut, geometry and material of

electrodes, and material for contact leads.

As TAA had to be performed on small samples of diameter

arbund 2 cm, it was necessary to use high frequency

excitations and small diameter transducers. Thus

electromagnetic, electrostatic, magnetostrictive, thermal and

mechanical type transducers described in Appendix A were not

fea s LbLe and only piezoelectric and ferroelectric type of

transducers could be used.

Since the sample undergoing TAA was to be subjected to

temperatures as high as 250-275°C, the use of a transducer

which could withstand high temperatures was essential. Though

ferroelectric transducers; viz. Barium titanate have a high

efficiency of 20 % to 50 % (Table 2.1) most of them lose their

piezoelectric properties around 70oC1• In contrast, quartz can
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wi hstand temperature as high as 573°C1without losing its

pi zoelectric properties, but has a lower efficiency of about

11 % (Table 2.1). As quartz satisfied most of the present

X-cut quartz crystal was selected as a

nsducer to generate and detect the longitudinal ultrasonic

es.

A circular crystal geometry was used because, circular

stals are less vulnerable to breakage due to absence of

rp corners and also they radiate more strongly than do

are c ryst aLs ",

The choice of resonant frequency (fr) of the transducer

was based on the diverse nature of the materials which would

ha e to undergo TAA. At high frequencies, the wavelength of

the ultrasonic wave becomes comparable to the microscopic

defects in the material hence more attenuation of the

ultrasonic wave will take place. Other practical disadvantage

is that quartz crystals having high resonant frequency are

very thin and hence vulnerable to damage. The thickness of

given by 2t=A, where t is the thickness and A the

w velength of longitudinal ultrasonic wave generated4• Too low

a frequency would result in a large diameter transducer, hence

1 rge samples. The increased size of the samples would result

i a non uniform heating of the sample at a high heating rate.

T 4 MHz was chosen as a compromise value for the frequency

o the X-cut quartz crystal.
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The diameter of crystal was based on the average diameter

of the sample for TAA that would be available and also on the

die meter of X-cut quartz crystals of resonant frequency 4 Mhz

malae available by the manufacturer (VALPEY-FISHER, MA.

U.:S.A.). Thus transducers of diameter 0.5 inch were chosen.

X-cut quartz crystals having coaxial type of electrodes

mal�e of vacuum deposited gold, and copper wires as leads for

co�tacts, were found to be suitable as transducers. In the

coaxial type of electrode configuration, electrical

accessibility is provided to both the surfaces through leads

on one side of crystal only; both the leads emerge from one

su�face of the transducer. The leads are soldered to the gold

plated electrodes. Fig 4.4 illustrates a quartz crystal with

coaxial type of electrodes.

The X-cut quartz crystals obtained from the manufacturer

with the above mentioned specifications were flat to within

.00002", parallel to within. 00005" and the diameter tolerance

was +/- .001".

4.�.2 BUFFER ROD TECHNIOUE

The simplest technique used to transmit longitudinal

ulltras6nic waves through a material, is to bond the

transducers directly on to the material by means of bonding

agents such as transformer oil, grease, epoxy resin, cements,

ard organic compounds such as glycerin, glyceroI2,4etc.

However, in the case of TAA, the material under test may

be s�bjected to temperatures as high as 250-275°C. As the
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Fig. 4.4 Conventional patterns of quartz transducer (left
to right): Solid electrode with centered lead,
Solid electrode with one lead on each side, Co
axial electrode.
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Ie ds of the transducer were soldered, such high temperature

co ld melt the solder contact. Furthermore, as the TAA

ap aratus was to be used time and again on a variety of

sa pIes, which could be easily mounted, it became apparent

th t the buffer rod technique was the most convenient method.

di meter made of pyrex glass were used to sandwich the sample.

bo ded by an adhesive to one end of the buffer rods. The

sa ,pIe undergoing TAA is sandwiched between the two buffer

ro s. Pyrex glass buffer rods have been used because:

ap roximately as close as possible to satisfy the acoustic

di persion relation for a frequency of 4 MHz (Equation 2.3).

Th

Two buffer rods each 4.00 cm in length and 1.90 cm in

transmitting and the receiving transducers were each

(a) pyrex can readily withstand temperatures as high as

500°C.
(b) it has very low attenuation to the longitudinal

ultrasonic waves

(c) it is a good thermal insulator, hence the

transducers are subjected to much lower temperature
than the sample.

The dimensions of the buffer rods were chosen

4 .. 3 COUPLING AGENTS

Coupling of longitudinal ultrasonic waves between

di ferent media is important from the point of view of

at enuation due to change in acoustic impedance. The coupling

rna be looked upon as a transformer which matches the acoustic

im edances of the crystal (transducer) to that of the work. An

followingcoupling satisfy theagent should

re ationship2
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(4.1),

re

c
- the acoustic impedance of the couplant,

m l r Zm2 the acoustic impedances of the two media in

co tact with the couplant viz. transducer and the other

nsmission medium.

of the experimental parameters which affect the nature of

a ond are frequency and temperature36• High frequency waves

re uire thin bonds, and the stresses caused by thermal

ansion should be minimal.

Experiments were performed with the sample sandwiched

ween the buffer rods and subjected to the maximum heater

te perature of 400°C. The temperature at the places on the two

�er rods where the transducers were to be adhered was then

itored. Maximum temperature at these places was found to be

und 80°C. This required the adhesive to be stable at 80°C.

ensive experiments were performed on a number of adhesives

h as Superbonder 430 applied with Speedbonder Quickset 404,

mabond 503, and Speedbonder 312 applied with Primer NF for

quicksetting. Finally, Speedbonder 312 adhesive applied with

Primer NF was found to be the most stable and efficient

plant amongst the adhesives studied.

Similarly a coupling agent was required to couple the

the buffer rods in order to provide low aco�stic

i edance to the longitudinal ultrasonic waves. After
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ex ensive market search, a high temperature coupling agent

51 ck 50 grease was found. It could be used to temperatures as

hi h as 250°C.

4. ELECTRONICS DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

As mentioned earlier the basic aim of the electronics

de ign was to generate and, after transit through the sample

un er study, detect the longitudinal ultrasonic waves. This

re uired the excitation of the transducer by means of high

vo tage RF pulses. Thus the important specifications relevant

in the design of the electronics were related to the following

(a) RF pulse Voltage amplitude.
(b) RF frequency.
(c) RF pulse width.
(d) RF pulse repetition.

The RF pulse amplitude determines the extent of amplitude

of vibration of the X-cut quartz transducer at its resonant

fr quency. The higher the pulse amplitude, Vp-p, greater is

vibration of transducer. This in turn determines the

ex ent to which the longitudinal ultrasonic waves can transit

ough highly attenuating samples, greater path lengths, and

stOll be detected.

From the available literature35, it was apparent that RF

pulse amplitude in the range 150-200 V needed to be used to

ob ain a detected signal which could be displayed on the

The RF frequency required for excitation of the x-cut

quartz crystal for generating longitudina� ultrasonic waves
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mu t be equal to the resonant frequency of the crystal viz. 4

MH This would result in producing maximum amplitude of

vi ration of the quartz crystal at the exciting RF pulse

vo tage amplitude.

The specification pertaining to the pulse width was

im ortant in two ways. Too high a RF pulse width would affect

th resolution in the determination of the transit time of the

wa es through the sample. The RF pulse width specification

de ends on the transit time of the longitudinal ultrasonic

wa es through the buffer rods and the sample. Too low RF pulse

wi results in less power available for excitation of the

thus resulting in less intensity of generatedtr

ul rasonic wave, which makes the detection by the receiving

tr difficult. To get an approximate estimate regarding

th pulse width, the available datal30n the longitudinal sound

ve ocity in pyrex glass was taken into consideration. The

tr nsit time of ultrasonic waves thus obtained through the

bu fers was 14.36 �s. Thus a value of 6 �s was found to be a

re sonable specification for the RF pulse width.

The specification regarding the pulse repetition rate was

ch sen after taking into consideration the ringing effect due

to high Q of the quartz transducer which occurs when the

cr stal is set into vibrationl3. Too high a repetition rate

wo ld result in the superposition of received signals and

he ce would affect resolution of the acoustic transit time,

wh reas too Iowa repetition rate would result in an unstable
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vi w of the received signal on the CRO. Thus after preliminary

ex erimentation 1 ms was taken as a reasonable specification

fo the RF pulse repetition rate.

4 5 ELECTRONICS DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION

The electronic instrumentation which was designed and

lemented in order to meet the above mentioned

cifications consisted of different modules. The modular

ign approach was followed because of the ease in the

lementation and troubleshooting of the different circuits.

All the designed modules were implemented on single sided

pr] nted circuit boards (PCB's). The copper plane on these

's were used as a ground plane thus resulting in low

acit�nces and inductances. The leads of all the components

us d were kept as short as practically possible and bypass

acitors of 0.1 �F and 10 �F were used at the supply pins.

the discrete components used were kept as close as

sible to the pins of the Integrated circuits used to

imize interference.

The different modules which have been designed and

lemented are described below.

4.5.1 RF OSCILLATOR

The RF oscillator produced the RF sinusoidal waves to

excite the transducer. Keeping in view that the oscillator

w uld be required in future to excite the transducer at

different harmonic frequencies or different crystals with

different resonant frequencies, prompted the use of variable
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frE�quency type oscillator. The circuit diagram and schematic

arE� depicted in Fig. 4.5. The integrated circuit MC 1648P was

ch(Dsen, as it is the only one of its kind which can generate

a l�ide range of frequency oscillations upto a maximum of 225

MHt. In contrast, other VCO (Voltage controlled oscillator)

ch ps such as LM556, XR2207 have a maximum frequency range of

1 MHz. Another major advantage of MC 1648P is the small

va�iation in output frequency because of internal noise (20 Hz

at 4 MHz). The MC1468P is basically a VCO which requires an

ex�ernal tank circuit consisting of an inductor and a

cabacitor. It also requires a + 5 V/-5 V d.c. power supply.

The voltage swing of the tank circuit provides drive for the

ou�put buffer and the AGC (Automatic Gain Control) potential

directly affects the output waveform. The manufacturer

suggests inductor value in the range of �H in the tank circuit

for a frequency of few MHz. Thus an external inductor of 15 �H

an� a variable capacitor (Trimmer) of - 10 - 150 pF were used

in the external tank circuit. Using this combination, a

fr�quency variation from - 1 MHz to 12 MHz could be readily

ob�ained. The output waveform from the oscillator circuit at

a frequency of 4 MHz is'shown in Fig. 4.5(c). Adjustments to

the output level of the oscillator signal could be made by an

'exlt erna I 10 Kn potentiometer connected between pin 5 of the IC

and the ground.
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I' g. 4.5 (a) RF oscillator circuit schematic. (b) RF

oscillator functional diagram. (c) Display of olp
waveform of RF oscillator.
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4.! .2 RF IVIDEO SWITCH

chop the continuous RF wave produced by the oscillator IC

MC· 648P, to produce RF pulses. Thus the output of the

oscillator was fed to this switch. Some of the salient

features of this switch are:

diagram of the switch are shown in Fig. 4.6. IH 5341 uses a

se ies/shunt (T switch) configuration to obtain high OFF

is()lation while maintaining good frequency response in the ON

pO.3ition.

The main purpose of the RF/Video switch IC IH5341 was to

(a) On resistance < 75 n from dc to 100 MHz.

(b) Off isolation> 60 dB @ 10 MHz.

(c) Directly compatible with CMOS/TTL
(d) Wide operating power supply range.
(e) Break before make switching
(f) Fast switching (80 ns/150 ns typ.)

The circuit di�gram of this module and the functional"

control pin. The ON and OFF time of the switch is governed by

The switch is turned ON by applying TTL high pulse to the

the duration of the high and low logic levels in a rectangular

wa�e. The duration of the ON time basically decides the RF

pu�se width which, as described earlier, was required to be

arbund 6 �s. The period of the rectangular wave determines the

re�etition period of the RF pulses.

du�ation of the ON time, an IC MC1455 timer in the astable

moje of operation was used. External resistors and capacitors

we re chosen so as to produce a rectangular wave of 1 ms

pe r iod , In order to decrease the duty cycle of the rectangular

In order to turn the switch ON and OFF, and vary the
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Fig. 4.6 (a) Circuit schematic of RF switching. (b) RF

video switch functional diagram.
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wave , the output of IC MC1455 was inverted by a Schmitt

tr gger hex inverter IC 74LS14. This produced an output TTL

hi(�h comparable to 6 �s which could be adjusted by the 10 KQ

pOl entiometer. The two components, IC MC1455 and IC 74LS14,

t��s form a trigger generator to switch ON and OFF the RF

sw tch at desired times.

4. l.3 RF PREAMPLIFIER

The output of the RF Switch had an amplitude of around

O.� Vp-p which is about a factor of 500 smaller than a typical

voltage required to drive the transducer. A preamplifier Ie

MC1733 Fig. 4.7(a) was used to amplify the RF oscillations to

a level suitable for driving a power amplifier. MC 1733 is a

wibeband differential amplifier IC having a bandwidth of 120

MH� at a gain of 10. Another major advantage of MC 1733 was

that the gain could be fixed at 10, 100, 400 or made user

adjustable. This preamplifier was used in the variable gain

setting to obtain the desired output voltage to drive the

power amplifier.

4.5.4 RF BOFFER

The data sheets of the MC1733 Differential video

amplifier indicate that it can supply a maximum current of 4

rnA at the operating supply voltage of +/- 6.5 V. This current

cculd not drive an RF amplifier with a low input impedance of

around 50 n. Therefore, an RF buffer LH 0033 was used as the

next modular stage after the Preamplifier. Fig. 4.7(b) shows

the circuit diagram of the buffer.
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(a). Preamplifier module circuit schematic. (b)
Buffer module circuit schematic.
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ThE LH 0033 Buffer is a high speed FET input buffer designed

to provide high current drive at frequencies· from dc to over

10( MHz. LH 0033 can source or sink a current of 100 rnA peak

withal KO load at a slew rate of 1500 v/us . Some other

sa ient features of this buffer are:

(a) Wide range single or dual supply operation.
(b) Low phase non linearities.
(c) Fast rise time 2 ns.

(d) High input impedance 10120.

4.1.5 RF AMPLIFIER AD 844

The purpose of this amplifier was to amplify the RF

pu ses received from the buffer LH 0033. The salient features

of this Integrated circuit (Ie) are:

(a) Wide 60 Mhz Bandwidth at a gain of -1 and
33 Mhz. at a gain of -10

(b) Very high output slew rate; 2000 V/Jls.
(c) High output drive +/- 50 rnA into 50 ohms.

(d) Low distortion, low noise, and low drift.

Am]blifier AD 844 has a current feedback architecture. It is

op .. imised for use in current to voltage conversion

ap blications and as an inverting amplifier. In the present

case, as shown in Fig. 4.8, AD 844 was used in the inverting

motle and was designed for a gain of 10. The values of Ru R2

we�e chosen after referring to the table for optimisation of

the band width given by the manufacturer. RF pulses from the

ou�put of the LH033 buffer (Section 4.5.4) could be amplified

t;o a maximum of 20 Vp-p amplitude at a frequency of 4 MHz.

4.5.6 RF POWER AMPLIFIER TP 1465

In order to further amplify the RF pu L'se s an additional

RF amplifier was necessary. Thus a special Teledyne-Philbrick
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Amplifier AD 844 module circuit schematic.Fig. 4.8
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(TD 1465) wide bandwidth IC was used to obtain 50-60 vp-p RF

ou�put. TP 1465 received RF pulses directly from the AD 844

amDlifier described above. Fig. 4.9 shows the TP 1465

amDlifier circuit. TP 1465 IC is an extremely fast, FET input,

VMbs output power operational amplifier which can be operated

fr�m dual dc voltages ranging from +/- 15 V to +/- 40 V. It

can provide output voltages and currents upto +/- 34 V, +/-

750 rnA respectively. Furthermore, it has a Gain-Bandwidth

product of 2.5 GHz and a slew rate of 1000 v/�s. It also has

a thermal shutdown feature for protection against any

de�tructive over heating.

The circuit was designed to provide a gain of 10 in the

Lnver-tLnq mode by choosing R1= 220 nand R2= 2.2 Kn. The

output of the TP1465 amplifier was fed through 75 n resistor

to a BNC connector. A shielded cable of 50 n characteristic

impedance carried the RF pulses to the RF transformer placed

inside the shielded aluminum cage of the TAA apparatus. The 75

n resistor protected the output of amplifer in case of

shorting to ground. The amplifier amplified the RF pulses of

6-7 Vp-p fed from the amplifier AD844 to a maximum of 50-58

VF-P. Input and output signals of IC TP1465 are shown in Fig.

4.9(b). The pulsed nature of signals is due to switching by RF

s�itch IC IH5341.

4.5.7 RF TRANSFORMER

In order to deliver very high voltage for excitation- of

the quartz transducer, further boosting of voltage was
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�-----------,---------------------------------------------------------------------

necessary. Thus, boosting of TP 1465 power amplifier output

vo ... tage was carried out by a RF transformer having the

necessary turns ratio.

The secondary turns winding acts as an inductor to "tune"

out the inherent capacitance between the transducer electrodes

as discussed in the equivalent circuit of the transducer

(SE!ction 2.5). Only part of the current supplied to a crystal

tr<nsducer is used to maintain the vibrations, the remainder

is short circuited through the capacitance Col. This is

prEevented by connecting a coil of inductance Lo across the

crustal to tune out Co. The value of Lo is chosen to satisfy

equation given below

(4.2),

-

r
= the resonant frequency ",

The RF transformer used was model No. TT25-1 (Mini

ci�cuits supplier). It has an impedance transformation ratio

of 25:1, a continuous maximum power rating of 250 mW and could

be used in the frequency range 20 KHz to 30 MHz. In contrast

to RF transformers, the ordinary transformers have limited

fr=quency response due to significant leakage inductance and

st�ay capacitance of the windings.

4.5.8 TRANSDUCER BRIDGE CIRCUIT.

A bridge circuit depicted in. Fig. 4.10 was designed

primarily to use the same transducer as the transmitter of
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lorgitudinal ultrasonic waves as well as the receiver of the

ultrasonic waves reflected at the interface of the buffer rod

anc the sample as discussed in Section 4.2. Thus the bridge

Cilcuit provided isolation between the transmitting and the

receiving channels.

The bridge circuit received the RF pulses from the RF

trcnsformer with an X-cut quartz crystal transducer forming

one arm of the bridge. Two arms of the bridge each have

re��istors of 10 KC which prevent loading of secondary output

by the bridge. A variable capacitor 22-335 pF forms one arm of

the bridge to balance out the crystal capacitance. A variable

re:Sistor 10 KC across the diagonal acts as a load for the

relteived echo RF signal.

The bridge was carefully balanced by a variable capacitor

urn il the received signal, as seen on the eRO, contained

min i.mum voltage amplitude of the exciting RF pulse. This

mihimum was about 2 Vp-p. After balancing the bridge, an RF

pu�se voltage of 85-90 Vp-p amplitude excited the transducer.

Fig. 4.10 (b) illustrates this excitation voltage for the

transducer. Fig. 4.10(c) illustrates the secondary output of

the RF transformer after being cascaded with the bridge

ci�cuit. RF pulses of 6 �s duration, 165 Vp-p amplitude and a

pu�se repetition period of 1 ms can be seen in Fig. 4.10(c).

4.�.9 RF RECEIVER AMPLIFIER

The ultrasonic waves after their transit through the

buiffer rods and the sample were received by the receiving
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tr�nsducer which was adhered on to the lower buffer rod. The

RF signal thus generated by the receiving transducer was

am�lified so that it could be observed on the eRO for samples

wi:h different attenuation properties at different

tenperatures. The differential video amplifier Ie Me 1733 was

used as the RF receiver amplifier.

4. ).10 SYSTEM MONITOR

The signals received by both the transducers were

mon i, tored on a Digital Storage Oscilloscope Model No. 468

(Tektronix) in order to make transit time and attenuation

measurements. Fig 4.11(a) illustrates the reflected RF signal

ob�ained by the bridge circuit. Similarly, Fig. 4.11(b)

depicts the transmitted RF signal. A very small RF pickup is

seen at the beginning of both the signals. Time difference

between the beginning of reflected and transmitted signal

envelopes, is the actual transit time through the sample. The

RF envelopes observed after the first echoes are due to the

ultrasonic waves reflected to and fro in the buffer rods. The

CRb was triggered externally to improve the resolution by a

pulse generator PG 58 (Advance Instruments) in the external

trigger mode. This pulse generator was in turn triggered by a

trigger generator formed by RF/video switch module (4.5.2) or

by RF pulse. The measurements were made as described earlier

in Section 4.2.
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4 . 15 THERMAL SUBSYSTEM

The prime purpose of this subsystem is to control the

temperature of the sample accurately as determined by a user

de�ired heating rate. This subsystem consists of a PID

temperature controller, triac interface unit, and a TAA cell

A) PID TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER

The OMEGA CN-2010 Series Programmable Controller is a

mi�roprocessor based temperature controller. Input to this

co�troller is a K-type Thermocouple, whereas the output is a

co�trolled current through an external heater.

CN-2010 features ramp and soak functions. Upto eight

tenperature-time intervals can be programmed into the

controller to hold the temperature constant or at a constant

rate of change. Each of the temperature intervals can have a

tine duration of upto 100 hrs and upto 254 repeat cycles. It

also has a digital communications option available to

in�erface CN-2010 to a computer through an RS 232 interface.

In the present apparatus the PID temperature controller was

interfaced to an IBM computer through which the heating rate

could be entered. Temperature profile of the sample in real

time could be obtained and compared with the desired profile.

The following procedure, which is recommended by the

manufacturer, was followed to tune the controller. As per the

procedure, various parameters which control the tuning of the

controller are first determined by making use of the heater

without the controller. K-type thermocouples were attached to
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th heater and the aluminum ring. The TAA cell, surrounded by

re ractory bricks, was powered directly from the ac

(a ternating current) mains through a variac. Ring temperature

wa noted from an Omega model 871A Digital thermometer every

mi ute until the heater temperature reached 400°C. From the

gr ph of ring temperature versus time for the above process,

th time (Td) it took for the temperature to reach a maximum

sl pe and the maximum slope itself were found. This time Td

co responds to the lumped system delay. From these two

pa ameters the prD parameters were obtained.

The prD parameters thus obtained were then entered into

th Controller. A number of dummy runs at a high heating rate

of 10°C/min were performed with the heater surrounded by

in ulation, and powered by the controller through a Triac

in erface unit. This was done to examine whether the

te perature profile of the dummy material exhibited any

te perature overshoot or oscillations. Fine tuning was done by

ch nging the prD parameters one at a time and then observing

th process response. Fine tuning and adjustment of pro

pa ameters were carried out several times until the desired

te perature profile and the obtained temperature profile were

al ost identical as shown in Fig. 4.12.

B) TRIAC POWER SWITCH INTERFACE UNIT

CN-2010 controller has a solid state relay as an output

wh'ch'can supply a maximum current of 1 Ampere, whereas it was

ob erved that heater when powered from 120 V ac mains voltage
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dr w a current of 1.3 A. The heater was thus powered by a

tr'ac switch. A 400 V, 6 A Triac (9C89) was used to power the

he ter. As shown in Fig. 4.13 gate potential is fixed by a

po ential divider circuit which is powered by the output of

th controller. The AC HI terminal of CN-2010 was shorted to

on of the current carrying triac terminal i.e. MT1. The other

te minal of triac i. e. MT2 was shorted to AC LO of the

co troller. Care was taken in the design to check that-the

tr ac neither continues to be in the ON state, due to the

in ernal triac leakage current, nor does it continue to be in

th OFF state.

(C HEATER & INSULATION

The heater of the TAA cell was a quick responding mica

in ulated one piece band heater (Omega Engineering Model

No MB1E1E1A1). It is cylindrical in shape and the dimensions

of the heater are 1.25" internal diameter and 1.25" in height,

To avoid hot spots on the heater and to provide a uniform

he ting it was tightly clamped on to a cylindrical piece of

st inless steel cylinder of dimensions 2 mm thickness and 2,75

cm in internal diameter. To complete the TAA cell, stainless

st el lids had to be machined to close the heater assembly and

to allow the glass buffer rods to pass through them, To

pr vide insulation for the TAA ceLl, two refractory bricks had

to be chiseled so as to enclose the heater and the assembly.

As described earlier the heater assembly and refractory bricks

we e placed on an asbestos sheet of dimension 6" x 6" and
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" thick, fixed to the aluminum partition dividing the

nsmitter and the receiver section.

4 . MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM

The TAA cell, buffer rods, RF bridge, RF receiving

lifier were housed in a shielded box made of dexions and

ered with aluminum sheets. The entire box was grounded to

vide shielding against capacitive interference. This box

partitioned into two sections to separate the transmitter

the receiver operations as can be seen from the photograph

Fig. 4.2. Only a hole of 21 mm dimension was drilled in the

minum partition to allow the lower buffer rod to pass

through.

The mechanical clamp holding the upper buffer rod could

be moved vertically along a groove in the stand fixed to the

aluminum partition. The entire mechanical assembly for holding

t e upper buffer rod was machined out of brass and stainless

steel. The TAA cell assembly was placed on an asbestos sheet

attached to the aluminum partition.

Twisted pair cables ran from the contact points for the

1 ads of transmitting and receiving transducers, to the bridge

c ilrcuLt; and receiving amplifier respectively. In order to

p ovide shielding, all electronic modules were housed in

g ounded aluminum boxes.
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s. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5_. 1 INTRODUCTION

The contents of this Chapter provide the results of the

exper i.ment s carried out on important engineering materials

using the TAA apparatus developed in this work. Furthermore,

t.he experimental data has been analysed in terms of the

current theories of ultrasonic wave propagation and phase

tzansformations to obtain:

(a) elastic modulus of various materials.
(b) glass transition temperatures of various materials

at different heating rates.
(c) evidence of any secondary transitions in the phase

transformation processes.
(d) correlation between the TAA technique with other

thermal analysis techniques viz. DSC, T�HA, to

verify the TAA technique.
(e) the values of activation energies for the phase

transformation processes.

A brief discussion of polymers is given in Appendix B and the

ir.terpretation of results for phase transformations in

arr orphous materials has been given by considering various

pzinciples underlying it.

Materials were analysed by the TAA apparatus at room

temperature, and also from room temperature to temperatures as

high as 250°C, at controlled heating rates. These materials

ir.clude a wide variety of engineering polymers, composites,

ar.d a near stoichiometric amorphous semiconductor alloy of

ar senic and selenium used in electrophotography. Thermal

ar alysis techniques based on DSC and T�HA have been correlated
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wi:::.h an extensive TM analysis carried out for polycarbonate

(PC). From the correlation plots, the activation energy for

the glass transformation of polycarbonate has been determined.

5.2 ACOUSTIC VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS AT ROOM TEMPERATURE

For analysis of materials at room temperature by the TAA

apoaratus, it was necessary to have samples with parallel

surfaces. The average sample thickness was found after

de:::'ermining the thickness of the sample at different places on

the surface by the thickness measurement system described in

Section 4.2. The sample, was then smeared with a thin layer of

coupling agent Slick 50 grease. With the sample placed on the

lower buffer rod, the upper buffer rod was then lowered so as

to sandwich the sample between the two buffer rods (Fig. 4.1).

The transmitting circuitry then excited the X-cut quartz

crystal at its 4 MHz resonant frequency, with a RF pulse width

of 6 �s. Repetition rate of the RF pulses was 1 ms.

As the two buffer rods were of the same length, the echo

signal received at the transmitting transducer corresponds to

the transit time of the acoustic waves through the two buffer

reds. This received signal was isolated from the transmitting

channel by the bridge circuitry (Section 4.5.8) and displayed

on the oscilloscope. Whereas, the signal received at the

receiving transducer corresponds to the transit time of the

ultrasonic waves through the two buffer rods and the sample.

This signal was displayed on the second vertical channel of

the oscilloscope. The external trigger signal, generated as
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was used to trigger thede cribed in Section 4.2,

os illoscope. External triggering increased the resolution of

th transit time measurement. Thus, the time difference

be ween the beginning of the two received signals corresponds

to transit time of the ultrasonic waves through the sample

al ne. An example of this measurement is illustrated in Fig.

5.· for the case of a polycarbonate sample of thickness 2.00

mm Fig. 5.1(a) illustrates both the waveforms i.e. the echo

an the transmitted waves (A and B) on a larger time base

sc Ie of the oscilloscope. RF excitation pulse-pick ups can be

se n in the beginning of both the waveforms A and B. A number

of echoes can also be seen in both the waveforms which are

ma'nly due to the reflections of the ultrasonic waves from the

in erfaces between the buffers and the material. In Fig.

5. (b), waveform A is the signal received at the transmitting

tr nsducer, whereas the lower waveform B is the signal

re eived at the receiving transducer. From the transit time

me surement and the thickness of the sample determined

ea lier, absolute velocity of the acoustic waves through the

sa pIe could be determined. Similar waveforms have been

pr sented in Fig. 5.2 for measurement of transit time in a

ne r stoichiometric amorphous alloy of arsenic and selenium

As2Se3)' The sample thickness of the alloy was 2.77 mm.

The TAA analysis at room temperature was carried out on

rphous polymers viz. Polycarbonate (abbreviated as PC),

Po y (methyl methacrylate) (abbreviated as PMMA) ,
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Po yphenylene sulphide (PPS). TAA was also performed on an

ne r stoichiometric amorphous alloy of arsenic and selenium

(a As2Se3)' and three types of thermally cycled composite

rna erials comprising of glass fiber reinforced polymers. The

st ucture of polymers are discussed in Appendix B.

Polymers form an important class of engineering materials

fo numerous reasons viz. low density, resistance to

en ironmental attack, ease of processing into intricate

pes, high electrical resistance (insulation), high strength

r example when the polymer chains are aligned as in Nylon

cords) and less cost/weight for equal strength in

co parison to met a i s+", Due to their extreme importance as

ineering materials, study of polymer properties is

ge erating world wide interest. Thus, the polymers cited above

were studied in this research by using TAA first at room

te perature and then as a function of temperature. The results

the absolute velocity obtained in these polymers at room

perature have been tabulated in Table 5.1. The acoustic

velocity in a polymer is basically dependent on the density of

the polymer and the elastic modulus38. The calculated elastic

modulus from the ultrasonic velocity for some of the polymers

is summarized in Table 5.2. Table 5.2 further compares the

da a of this work with that available in the literature. The

relationship between the elastic modulus - Y and the

longitudinal acoustic velocity cL iss
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where

where

y (5.1),
p f(V)

) = density of material

f(v) = function of the Poisson's ratio given by

(l-V)
-

""'("""1-+v-')-("""1--""2""'V�)
(5.2) ,f(v)

V = Poisson's ratio of the material.

Table 5.1: Absolute acoustic velocity in some materials.

Composites

2.30

Material
Absolute I

velocity (X 1�3)
m/s. I

Polycarbonate 1. 73

PMMA 2.52

PPS - Matrix 3.08

i) Short fiber random orientation matrix 2.72

ii) Continuous uniaxial matrix. 3.22

tiii) Continuous bidirectional fibre matrix. 2.69
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Ta::>le 5.2: Comparison of elastic modulus of some polymers,
obtained from TAA results, with the values in
the literature.

Material
y from absolute Y from data

Comment
vel. (GPa) sheets (GPa)

2.2-2.4

PC 2.26 (Goodfellow v = 0.35
Metals Ltd., Good agreemE nt

UK)

PMMA 3.58 3.7839 V = 0.4
Good agreemE nt

EqJation 5.1 assumes that the acoustic wavelength A is much

shbrter than the sample thickness L. In calculating Y we had

to assume a Poisson's ratio for the polymers. For most

pl�stics the Poisson's ratio is in the range 0.35-0.404°. So

that; typical values of v = 0.35 and 0.4 were used for

po�ycarbonate and PMMA respectively. Evaluation of Y from cL

is discussed in more detail later in this Chapter.

A similar study has been done on a near stoichiometric

amo rphous semiconductor alloy of. 63 % selenium and 37 %

arsenic which is a commercially important alloy known as

xetographic arsenic triselenide (As2Se3)' Square samples of 15

rnrn X 15 rnrn and thickness 2.0-3.5 mm, were prepared from

vitreous pellets 'of the alloy obtained from Noranda Technology

Centre, Pointe Claire, Quebec. These vitreous pellets were

sealed in an evacuated square glass tube of dimensions 18 mm

X 18 mm X 150 mm. The resulting vacuum inside was about 10-3

torr. It was ensured that the material occupied 1/2-1/3rd
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gth of the tube. This was necessary to allow space for

ansion of the alloy when it was melted. The pellets

square glass tube were heated to their melting

te perature of 540°C for about 15 minutes. The glass tubes

were rotated from time to time during heating in order to

ensure homogeneity. When the sample tube was cooled in air the

melt formed glass. The material was left for about 15-17 days

a ter quenching in air for the structure of the material to

stabilise. Subsequently, the material along with the glass

cut to about 11 samples each of thickness 2-4 mm

with the aid of a diamond saw on a Isomet low speed saw (Model

N . 11-1180). The samples were then ground and polished on the

Struers polishing wheel. The acoustic velocity measured-in one

o these samples is given in table 5.1. Soga et al.41have

fund velocity of longitudinal acoustic waves in As2Se3 to be

2261 m/s. There is a discrepancy of 2 % in the results for the

t 0 experiments. The difference is probably due to the fact

t e As2Se3 samples of this work were not stoichiometric (i.e.

o composition 40 % As - 60 % Se) but slightly Se rich (37 As

- 63 % Se).

Thermally cycled composite materials were analysed by

u ing TAA apparatus at room temperature for the following

(a) To investigate the variation of absolute acoustic
velocity, and hence elastic modulus, through the

composites with the number of thermal cycles.
(b) To determine the attenuation of acoustic waves

caused by the thermally cycled composite materials
relative to uncycled composite of the same type.
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Hence normalised attenuation coefficient of the

composite was studied.
(c) Finally, to examine if there is a correlation

between the acoustic velocity, normalised
attenuation, flexural strength with the number of
thermal cycles.

The composite materials obtained from Dr. Yannacopoulos

consisted of a general purpose polyes�er resin as the matrix

materLaL, E-type glass had been used for the fibres and a

s i.llane coupling agent for the fibre-matrix bond reinforcement.

The three types of composite materials analysed by TAA were

(i a short fibre random orientation matrix (ii) a continuous

uniaxial matrix and (iii) a continuous bidirectional fibre

ma�rix. Before these composites were obtained, they had

aLjready been subjected to high or low temperature thermal

cycling and some to no thermal cycling. The flexural strength

of these composites had been already determined42, after

various thermal/fatigue cycles, by a mechanical method called

the three point bend test. The velocity of the acoustic waves

through the three composite materials before thermal cycling

is given in Table 5.1. Table 5.3 gives the Young's modulus (Y)

of the three uncycled composite materials obtained from the

cojrrespond.inq velocity data. These values of the Young's

mo�ulus are compared with the theoretically expected result

folr the Young's modulus of the composites by two Mixture

Rules, given by Equations 5.3 and 5.443•

(5.3),
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(5.4),

11 and Y22 = Young's moduli of the mixture for the isostrain

ca e and isostress case respectively,

p
and Yg = Young's modulus of the polyester and glass

re pectively,

g
and Xp = the molar concentrations of the glass and

po yester respectively.

Si ilarly the Poisson's ratio v of the mixture is given by

(5.5),

re

Vg and vp = the Poisson's ratio for the glass and polyester

pectively.

seen from Table 5.3 mixture rule 1 is more applicable to

composites than mixture rule 2. The density of composite

pIes (belonging to any of the three types) was determined

room temperature by the Archimedes method with a sensitive

tIer microbalance TG30 and ethanol as the buoyant medium.

thermore, the value of the function f(v), which is given by

f(v) (l-v) (5.6) I

(i-2v) (l+v)
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TalDle 5.3: Comparison of Young's modulus obtained for

composites by TAA with the values from the
mixture rule.

Y from
Y from Comments

Y from mixture mixture (ComparedMaterial TAA. rule 1
rule 2 with mixtu:r: e

GPa. GPa.
GPa. rule 1)

1.76 % error-(�omposite type 1 5.78 5.69 2.51 Good
agreement I

-
I

2.74 % error-(Composite type 2 7.5 7.3 2.6 Good

agreement.

8.61 % erro'"

(�omposite type 3 5.73 6.27 2.54 Satisfactor y
agreement.

waS calculated based on a Poisson's ratio of the composites

ob�ained by using Equation 5.5 for all the composites. Value

of f(v) was assumed to be relatively constant when compared

wi�h changes in the elastic modulus in the thermally cycled

co�posites. This assumption is justified by a plot of f(v)

against v as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. Wide class of materials

ranqLnq from polymers to metals have Poisson's rat Lo in the

rahge of 0.3-0.4. As can be seen from the plot in Fig. 5.3 the

vaLue of f(v) changes by a maximum of 10-15 % for a practical

var iat.Lon of v by 10 % within a given class of materials.

Based on this assumption the variation of elastic modulus

against flexural strength is shown for composite materials of

tyDe 1 in Fig. 5.4(a). The density of all the composite
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Fig. 5.3 Graph showing variation in f tv) for the typical
range of Poisson's ratio v.
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sa pIes were determined to be almost constant. As f(v) was

also assumed relatively constant, square of velocity is

proportional to the elastic modulus. For samples of type 2 and

3 square of velocity has been plotted against flexural

strength in Fig 5.4{b) and 5.5 respectively. From Fig. 5.4 and

Fig. 5.5 it can be seen that the elastic modulus for all the

tree types of composites increases with the increase in

flexural strength. Both the elastic modulus and the flexural

strength depend on the fiber-matrix bond. Before the thermal

the fiber-matrix bond is strong, whereas, during

t cycling debonding occurs. With less surface area of

b between the fibers and the matrix, both the elastic

and the strength decrease. Although the two quantities

directly related they are nonetheless both dependent

o the fiber matrix bond.

The correlation of velocity, flexural strength42,

n rmalised attenuation with the number of high and low thermal

c cles is shown in Fig. 5.6, by plotting these parameters

a ainst the number of thermal cycles. This is done for samples

o the composite material type 1. From Fig. 5.6 it is clear

t at the ultrasonic velocity decreases with the decrease in

exural strength. This is to be expected, since the

trasonic wave propagation as discussed above is dependent on

t e fiber-matrix bond. The normalised attenuation, as seen in

F·g. 5.6 increases, with the number of thermal cyc�es. Thermal

c cling tends to develop microscopic cracks/defects due to
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onding between the fiber and the matrix, which in turn

ses discontinuities in the propagation medium. The

roc racks generally develop because of the inevitable

match in the thermal expansion coefficient of the materials

stituting the composite44• Due to these discontinuities in

medium there is scattering of the ultrasonic waves, and

ce divergence of ultrasonic energy from the main beam

ulting in an increased attenuation with an increase in

rmal cycles. Similar reasoning can be applied to explain

5.7 for samples of composite material of type 2 and 3.

The above sets of experiments using the TAA apparatus

illustrate the usefulness of TAA apparatus even at room

te perature.

5.3 THERMOACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF POLYCARBONATE

Polycarbonate is an important engineering polymer

belonging to the thermoplastic group of plastics i.e. it can

be moulded and remoulded by heating into different shapes. The

first polycarbonate was synthesised around 190245• Since then

m ch work has been done in synthesising new varieties of

linear polycarbonates by Eastman Kodak and General Electric

The polymer is based on the readily available

m bisphenol-A. It has an all-around balance of

p operties in particular impact strength. A limitation of

p lycarbonates is the tendency to crack or craze under tensile

Polycarbonate can be obtained in various forms viz.

films, rods and as a polycarbonate resin. However,
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po ycarbonate resin is a thermosetting plastic-i.e. it cannot

be remoulded, but has superior abrasion and dimensional

st bility characteristics.

5 .. 1 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS - PC

Amorphous polycarbonate sheet of dimensions 150 x 150 mm

of thickness 2 rnm (obtained from Goodfellow Metals Ltd.,

ridge, U.K.) was cut into cylindrical samples of diameter

performed on polycarbonate samples at different

ting rates viz. 0.2, 0.5, 1, 3, 5 and 10°C/min, from room

perature (23°C) to a maximum of 200°C. Relative changes in

nsit time of the longitudinal ultrasonic waves through the

pIe were measured as a function of sample temperature, as

described in Section 4.2. Similarly, the voltage amplitude

(peak- to-peak) of the received signal was measured as a

fu ction of temperature to obtain the relative attenuation of

t e ultrasonic waves in the sample. The temperature of the

s mple was noted from the PID controller while making these

m asurements. The velocity of the waves through the sample at

a y temperature T, was normalised with respect to the velocity

a room temperature. The equation used for calculating this

n rmalised velocity is

(5.7),
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re

(T) and V (To) = the velocities of the ultrasonic waves

ough the polycarbonate sample at any temperature T and at

m temperature respectively,

ro
= the transit time of the waves through the sample at

ro m temperature,

tro and Otrt = the time difference between the beginning of

a cycle of the received signal rrearest to the reference at

m temperature and at any other temperature respectively.

reference was taken as the beginning of a cycle of the

signal received at the transmitting transducer, as

cribed earlier in Section 4.2. A factor to be considered

e is the deformation of the viscoelastic material under the

ssure exerted by the buffer rods and its own weight. This

ld introduce a contraction in the sample after the

transition. Since in the derivation of Equation 5.7 only the

room temperature length of the sample has been considered (in

the absence of thermal expansion data) the actual calculations

of normalised velocities at different sample temperatures are

t erefore slightly obscured by changes in length of the sample

due to the sample contraction. However, in the determination

of Tg it is the indicative nature of the graph of Vn vs T (of

t in Fig. B.2 shown in Appendix B) and not the actual

of the change in the physical property measured

volume in the case of Fig. B.2 shown in Appendix B)·

w ich is important. For example, Kartha et al.23have reported

m
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measurements of ultrasonic velocities in Se90GelO and SeSSGelS'

by taking room temperature length of samples for calculating

changes in the acoustic velocity. Their measurements also do

net take into account the contraction of the sample. The glass

transition temperature for any heating rate can be found from

tr e graph of the normalised velocity against sample

temperature since at Tg there is a sudden change in the

acoustic velocity as illustrated in Fig. 5.8 for PC samples

heated at different heating rates. Fig. 5.8 also displays the

glass transition temperature for each Vn vs T thermogram at

tre heating rate shown. The glass transition temperature can

be seen to increase with the increase in heating rate-. It can

a] so be seen from Fig. 5.8 that there is a significant

decrease in the normalised velocity in the glass transition

re gion. This can be attributed to the transition of the

an orphous material to a liquid-like state in the glass

tlansition region. The relative attenuation of the waves, by

tl e sample at different temperatures was obtained by the

e}pression

(5.8),

wI ere

L = the thickness of the sample in meters,

Vt and Va = the amplitude (peak-to-peak) of the received

s gnal at any temperature T and at room temperature

r��spectively.
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In Equation 5.8, the room temperature length of the sample has

be n also used as in Equation 5.7. Fig. 5.9 shows a plot of

relative attenuation �a against the sample temperature for PC

heated at a rate of 1°C/min. There is a peak observed at a

perature of 150.5°C which is the glass transition

perature as determined by the thermoacoustic attenuation

method. The peaking occurs due to the transit of the polymer

from glassy state to a rubbery state. In the glass transition

region the elastic modulus decreases sharply which rapidly

i creases the attenuation. Elastic modulus in the rubbery

remains more or less conatant?", Also just in the

r bbery state following the Tg transformation the polymer

cains can move in the direction of the applied stress and

to their original state46, which causes slightly less

a tenuation compared to that in the glass transition region.

T is can be seen in Fig. 5.9. As the temperature is further

i creased, the state of the material tends to be more and more

v'scous, due to which the attenuation of the ultrasonic waves

a ain starts increasing.

The changes in transit time with respect to the

r ference, and the peak-to-peak voltage of the received signal

w re measured at the same sample temperature only for slower

hating rates of 3°C/min and below. For heating rates greater

t an 3°C/min only one of the parameters i. e. changes in

t ansit time or peak to peak voltage was measured as a

f nction of temperature to obtain a sufficient number of
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ex erimental data points to observe the Tg transformation.

Each experiment was performed on a different polycarbonate

pie so as to ensure that the acoustic measurements were on

pies with identical thermal history. It is well known that

transformation depends on the thermal history. Thermal

a alysis of Polycarbonate material was also carried out by DSC

This was done to verify the measurements obtained

b TAA and also to obtain a correlation between the three

t ermal techniques.

DSC experiments were carried out using a Mettler

I struments TA3000 Thermal Analyzer system which consisted of

a model TC10 Thermal Analyzer and a model DSC30 Differential

S anning Calorimeter. T�HA experiments were carried on the

a paratus described in Section 3.4. Fig. 5.10 depicts the

t ermograms for the three thermal analysis techniques, namely

T (both normalised velocity and relative attenuation), DSC

T�HA carried out on polycarbonate samples at a heating

l°C/min. The Tg values obtained from all these three

analysis techniques differ by a maximum of only l°C,

is taken into consideration rather than the onset

Tg. Some differences in the Tg v,alues can be

t

w

t

e pected because of the inherent errors which can occur during

t ermal' analysis techniques as discussed in Sections 3.2 and

Furthermore, K-type thermocouples unless specially3

c librated generally have'a resolution of -l°C.
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Another major aim of the analysis was to obtain the value

o activation energy for the phase transformation of

p lycarbonate and to correlate these to the viscosity. The

a tivation energy is the height of the energy barrier to a

r action which must be surmounted by thermal excitation.

There are various glass transformation theories presently

i use. The most widely used interpretation is that which

d scribes the glass transformation process by a kinetic

s ructural relaxation process48• This interpretation is widely

u ed as it is able to predict readily the cooling and heating

dependence of the observed glass transition behaviour48•

I its simplest form of interpretation, the temperature range

o interest, T2-T1, may be divided into N isothermal events

e ch lasting a time L\t= (T2-T1) /rN, where r is the heating

as shown in Fig. 5.11(a). Fig. 5.11(b) shows the

e thalpy vs temperature behaviour of a typical glass-forming

m terial. It can be seen in Fig. 5.11(b), that on cooling of

t e melt, the enthalpy of the melt deviates from the

e uilibrium value of enthalpy HE(T), as the structure does not

r lax fast enough i.e. t»L\t (t is the relaxation time). Once

t e glassy state has been reached the glass is at a

t TA, then by means of structural relaxation the

e thalpy will relax towards the enthalpy of the metastable

e uilibrium state, HE (TA) • When the glassy material is heated

f om the state HE(TA) relaxation process is slow, which

r suIts in deviation of enthalpy of glass from the equilibrium
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v lue of enthalpy HE{T}. However, with further heating the

relaxation process becomes rapid and when t«�t the structure

becomes liquid like. At �t=t the system recovers towards HE{T}

a d the temperature at which this occurs is defined as the

ass transition temperature. Assuming a first order

r laxation process with some characteristic relaxation time t,

t en the relaxation rate of the enthalpy H{T,t} at a constant

t mperature can be written as48

[aH{T,t}] = _

[H{T,t} - HE{T}]
dt T t

{S.9},

T e thermally activated structural relaxation process can be

witten as48

{S.10},

were

to = is a structure dependent factor.

k = Boltzmann constant.

T e structural relaxation rate can also be described

r asonably well by a Vogel expression of the form48•

{S.ll},

were

A = constant,

To =.the characteristic temperature.

A at Tg by de.f i.n i.t.Lcn �t=t we have from Equation S .10
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(5.12),

Rearranging Equation 5.12 we get

-E
In r = g + constant

�
(5.13),

5.13 is the equation of a straight line with a slope

(-Eg/k). Thus, from the plot of log r vs l/Tg, the activation

e ergy Eg for the phase transformation process can be

d termined. However, if Equation 5.11 is used then the

r suIting plot of log r vs l/Tg will be a curve. In this case

t e slope of the tangent to this curve gives the value of

a tivation energy at that temperature.

The Tg values obtained for all the heating rates by

d'fferent thermal techniques, in the case of PC, were used to

o tain the graph depicted in Fig 5.12. Another important

p rameter plotted is the reciprocal of the coefficient of

v'scosity. This has been measured for PC by Macho et al.49 As

a 1 the plots for the different techniques i. e. DSC (Tgon) 47,

D C (Tgmin) 47, reciprocal of viscosity49, Tj.1HA47, TAA-normalised

are parallel, theTAA-relative attenuation

a tivation energy obtained from all techniques is thus

a proximately the same. The activation energy calculated from

t e slope of tangent to curve is -530 kJ/mole at the

t mperature of -149°C while that obtained by Macho et al. is

- 26 kJ/mole. The identical values for activation energies
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obltained by different techniques suggests that the same

concept of relaxation kinetics is applicable in all these

techniques. Thus, in the case of TAA analysis the relaxation

kinetics is also applicable to the elastic modulus of the

me�ium of propagation.

5.4 TAA APPLICATIONS TO DIFFERENT MATERIALS

Phase transformations were also investigated in other

polymers such as Poly (methyl methacrylate), PPS composite and

in near stoichiometric alloy of amorphous arsenic-selenium a

As�Se3. In the past studies of these polymers have been

conducted by using static and dynamic mechanical methods

mostly50. There have been very few measurements of ultrasonic

velocities near the glass transition temperature. Etienne et

al.51 have reported measurement of ultrasonic velocities in

amorphous Selenium near Tg. Padaki et al.52 have reported

measurement of ultrasonic velocities near Tg in amorphous Se

P. Acoustic studies have been carried out in alloys of

Selenium viz. Se1-xTex by Kostial et al.24 and Carini et

al. 26However, for non-stoichiometric As2Se3 (with As 37 %)

Rcbinette27has studied the acoustic properties of the alloy at

rc om temperature only. There is no published information about

tt e investigation of this alloy by acoustic means at high

temperatures.

PMMA was developed in the late 1930s by Hill and Crawford

of ICI46, and is also referred commonly by the name perspex

wt en it is rolled into sheets. PMMA falls Ln the family of
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thermoplastics. As mentioned in Appendix B a polymer is made

up of repeat structures called monomers, which in the case of

PMMA is illustrated in Fig. 5.13. PMMA is commonly used in

bathroom fixtures, knobs, combs, illuminated signs. The

optical property of PMMA is used in applications where

transparency is at a premium.

An amorphous PMMA sheet of thickness 5.0 mm (obtained

from Goodfellow, Cambridge, U.K.) was cut into cylindrical

samples of diameter 19 mm for acoustic measurements. TAA was

carried out on PMMA, by measuring the normalised ultrasonic

ve locity and relative attenuation, as per the procedure

de scribed in 4.2 and 5.3. PMMA samples were analysed at

different heating rates viz. 0.5, 1, 3 and 5°C/min. Fig 5.14

illustrates typical results, at a heating rate of 1°C/min, by

plotting normalised velocity against temperature for PMMA, as

well as for the other materials. From Fig. 5.14 it can be

ot served that the glass transition temperature of PMMA is

114°C. Similarly, a plot of the relative attenuation vs

tEmperature for PMMA is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The value of

t:t e glass transition temperature obtained from Fig 5.9 for

P��, when it was heated at 3°C/min, is 108.5°C. The values of

gJass transition temperature obtained by other methods are

1( 5°C37, 46107°C53, 117°C54, 111°C55at 10 C/min and 115°C, 119°C

b� Kawagoe et al.56and Cheng et; ale 39respectively. The apparent

ve riation in the measured values of Tg for PMMA, is mainly due

to differences in the rates of heating used by the workers as
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we I as the thermal history of the samples. It could also be

du to the configurational effects in the polymer. From Fig.

5. it can seen that the relative attenuation for PMMA shows

peaks. The peak at higher temperatures is due to the glass

nsition and is termed the a-peak. The other peak observed

at lower temperature is due to a secondary transition and is

med the �-peak.

The a-peak temperature corresponds to Tg, because it

re resents the maximum amount of chain flexibility (short of

so ution) that a polymer network can possess. Essentially, the

pIe becomes liquid like after a short rubber-like state,

s a significant increase in attenuation is to be expected

ve Tg. When this flexibility is frozen at the glass

nsition temperature there may remain some limited freedom

ei her of short segments or of side groups, which cause

tiple transitions37. The �-transition peak occurs at 60°C

obtained by other methods is SSoCS4 and around

40 The secondary transition is attributed to the motion

of the -COCH3 groupS7.
PPS is another important polymer which is used in the

ctrical industry as an insulator at high temperaturesS8.

ctrical resistivity of PPS film at room temperature is

ut 1018 Q-cmS8. Temperature dependence of the conductivity

nges abruptly around the glass transition temperature. Fig.

5.15 shows the molecular structure of PPS qnd table 5.1 shows

acoustic velocity in PPS. Amorphous PPS composite of
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mid fibre matrix, in the shape of a rod of diameter 6.35 mm

tained from Goodfellow, Cambridge, U.K.) was cut into

cylinders of thickness 6 mm. The sample was heated at a

uniform heating rate of 1DC/min from room temperature to

140°C, for TAA to be performed. Fig. 5.14 depicts that the

glass transition temperature of PPS occurs at 102DC. The value

of Tg for a PPS film is around 90oC58• The Tg value of PPS

should be higher because of less flexibility for the

rearrangement to take place in a composite, as

co pared to pure PPS. From Fig 5.9 the Tg value obtained from

relative attenuation data is 106°C.

The amorphous As2Se3 samples were prepared by the method

d scribed earlier in Section 5.2. Amorphous As2Se3 is used

c mmonly as a photoresistive element in photocopier machines.

T was performed on a square As2Se3 samples at different

h rates viz. 0.5, 1, 3, 5 and 7°C/min. Typical results

o the analysis have been presented in Fig. 5.14 for a heating

r te of 1DC/min. The value of Tg obtained for a heating rate

o 1DC /min is 175.5DC which agrees with the Tgmin value of

obtained from DSC experiments performed at the same

rate, on the same batch of samples. The value of Tg

1

h

o I.:.ained from relative attenuation at O. 5°C in Fig. 5.9 is

1

m

The glass transition temperatures obtained for different

by different· techniques at a heating rate of

is summarised in Table 5.4.
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Taole 5.4: Comparison of Tg values obtained by different

techniques for materials at r=l °C/min.

'I' -'I'AA
'I' - I9

'I' -Norm. vel. 'I'�'\8�SC 'I'lJ.hUaterial °c Literlture Comment s
°C48

PC 151 148 150 152 (Min)
ExcellelIt

aqreemerIt

PMMA 114 115.5 111 lOS, 107, Good

111, 115 aqreerne:It

pps-
102

Not -97
90 for PPS Good

Matrix detected film aqreerne:lt

Large,
differenjce

As2Se3 175.5 177.5
Not 165-170 probab�y
done due tc

therma

history.

5.5 CONCLUSIONS

The TAA technique was used to determine some mechanical

and thermal properties, of important engineering materials

viz. polymers, composite materials, and an amorphous

semiconductor. This was done at room temperature, and also

from room temperature to temperatures as high as 250°C at

different controlled heating rates. It was shown that the

elastic modulus and absolute velocity obtained by the TAA

technique for different materials at room temperature, agreed

well with that available, in the literature. Agreement was also

shown in case of the elastic modulus of composites obtained by .

TAA and that obtained through the mixture rules.
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The results· obtained by TAA technique correlated well

those obtained by other thermal analysis techniques viz.

and T�HA, as shown in the particular case of

ycarbonate. It also correlated with the reciprocal of the

fficient of viscosity data obtained by Macho et al.49This

TAA technique and the apparatus as a useful thermal

tool. The TAA technique not only showed primary

nsitions but also the secondary transitions. By using a

her frequency of longitudinal waves such transitions would

ear much more prominent. The use of the TAA technique gives

understanding of material properties over a

e temperature range. Increasing this temperature range

be very effective in investigating the thermal

of many other materials such as metallic alloys.

This is the first time a complete thermoacoustic analysis

been carried out on an amorphous solid and results

critically compared with the conventional methods of DSC and

The work herein has shown that the TAA technique is

to obtain the phase transformation

perature over a range of heating rates from 0.2 to 10°C/min

from room temperature to 250°C.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

6. CONCLUSIONS

The present research has resulted in the investigation of

some of the important mechanical and thermal properties of

encJineering materials by a non-destructive thermal analysis

technique using ultrasonics. A method and an apparatus were

deveLoped to carry out a thermoacoustic analysis (TAA) of

mai erials. The pr i.nc i.p le of the TAA technique is based on

gelilerating and transmitting an ultrasonic wave through a

rna erial and monitoring the changes in the acoustic velocity

andi attenuation as a function of sample temperature, as the

s ample temperature is ramped. The TAA technique is also

appl i.cabLe for making measurements at room temperature or

Lsot.he rrna l Ly at any other temperature.

As shown in this thesis a convenient TAA apparatus can be

buLlt by using an RF oscillator, RF switch, RF buffers,

amblifiers and a transformer to excite an X-cut quartz

tr�nsducer at its resonant frequency. The excitation of the

tr�nsducer results in the generation of longitudinal

ul�rasonic waves. These waves can be coupled to the sample by

a pyrex glass buffer rod. Another pyrex buffer rod of

identical dimensions as the first one can coupLe the waves

tr�nsmitted through the sample to a receiving quartz

tr�nsducer. Thus, in effect the sample is sandwiched between

the two buffer rods. Furthermore, a TAA cell comprising mainly
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of a heater controlled by a PID temperature controller can be

used to control and ramp the sample temperature accurately.

Both the sing-around and pulse echo techniques can be

incorporated with the aid of a bridge circuit to increase the

acCuracy of the transit time measurements through the sample.

Thlls, the transit time of the acoustic waves through the

sample is in effect the time difference between the echo

received at the transmitting transducer and the transmitted

wa�e received by the receiving transducer. These signals were

monitored on a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope.

The principal sources of error in the measurement of the

transit time and attenuation in the present apparatus were due

to CRO, dependence on acuity of observation. Accuracy of

sa�ple temperature was limited due to temperature gradient

between the surface and the bulk of the material. Resolution

obtained in transit time measurement was around 10 ns and for

th� measurement of peak to peak voltage of the acoustic echo

wa� about 1 mY. Resolution of sample temperature was limited

to about 1°C due to the use of K-type thermocouples.

The resourcefulness of the TAA technique was established

by measuring the elastic modulus.of different single phase

malterials and also of composites, and identifying phase

transformations in important engineering materials viz.

polymers and an amorphous semiconductor alloy of As-Se.

The technique was first tested at room temperature by

measurements on thermally cycled composites. By using the TAA,
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ustical parameters viz. absolute velocity and normalised

enuation in the composites, were correlated with the number

thermal cycles in the same fashion as the flexural strength

sured by a mechanical method i. e. three point bending test.

ther, the elastic modulus computed from the acoustic

ocity measurement with the present TAA showed good

eement with the values found in the literature. The

relation studies and velocity measurements done at room

perature demonstrate the significance and potential of the

as a non-destructive technique.

The technique was also applied to study the phase

nsformations in a number of amorphous materials under

trolled heating rates. The measurements done by this

hnique at controlled heating rates, were used to determine

glass transition temperature. The TAA experiments were

performed from room temperature to temperatures as high as

250°C. The normalised velocity in the materials as well as the

T

relative attenuation of the acoustic waves obtained from the

T data were shown to be effective in determining the glass

transition temperature. The results obtained were validated by

correlating this technique with other conventional thermal

analysis techniques viz. DSC, T�HA as well as with reciprocal

o
.

viscosity. A complete correlation was shown to exist in the

c se of polycarbonate. The activation energy of the phase

t ansformation in polycarbonate obtained by TAA agreed well

with that obtained by other analysis techniques and moreover
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relaxation times were found to be proportional to the

cosity. The normalised velocity decreased sharply in the

ss transition region, whereas the attenuation exhibited a

k.

Application of the TAA has shown that a secondary

nsition exists in the case of PMMA polymer in agreement

h the literature. It is expected that such transitions

ld be much more prominent if higher ultrasonic frequencies

used. Similarly, it was found that higher temperatures

a-900°C) and higher frequencies would be required to study

nsformations in metallic alloys.

The resolution of the apparatus in the measurement of

nges in transit time of acoustic waves through the

erials was sufficient to determine the Tg to within -1°C

r a wide range of heating rates. This resolution however

not be adequate for detecting small changes in material

perties. For example, in Nylon 6,6 the degree of mobility

atoms is very limited due to large molecules in the glass

nsition region. This tends to produce very small changes in

transit time. Thus, an increased resolution in the

surement of transit time changes would make it possible to

dy materials with extremely restricted mobility in the

ss transition region.

6. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The TAA technique used in this research was useful in

ermining some of the properties of amorphous materials by
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no -destructive means. The prototype of the TAA apparatus

ch was designed and implemented for the purpose of this

re earch, could be further improved and made more versatile by

following suggestions.

TAA of most of the metallic alloys requires analysis upto

te peratures as high as SOO-900oe. For such high temperatures

to be generated in the thermal subsystem of the apparatus

wo ld require the use of a high temperature furnace,

ferably fabricated from stainless steel. In addition, the

ex glass buffer rods used in the present system would have

to replaced by buffer rods made of materials like Vycor or

Qu rtz. A renewed market search for high temperature couplants

wo ld also be a requisite. In order to prevent oxidation of

materials at high temperatures the TAA cell should be

de igned with an inlet for Nitrogen gas.

Dispersive materials can be studied by TAA if acoustic

wa e propagation takes place in the material at different

fr quencies. This would require the usage of a transducer

po ished for harmonic generation, which could thus be excited

at its different harmonic frequencies. The harmonic

fr quencies that can be generated by piezoelectric materials

wi I only correspond to the odd integral multiples of the

fu damental resonant frequency of the transducer. Study of the

rna erial over a wide range of frequencies would provide

in ormation regarding its relaxation frequency. Also the study

of metallic materials at high frequency will yield information
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re arding grain boundary movement, and, in the case of

po ymers, indicate prominent secondary transitions.

Apart from determining the longitudinal wave velocity in

erials, it would also be useful to determine the acoustic

ocity in materials by using transverse waves. This would

ble computation of the Debye's temperature for materials

the shear modulus of materials. Glass transition

perature of amorphous materials, can also be studied in

e details by shear waves.

A low Q transducer, viz. Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT),

ld be very effective in investigating material properties

the pulse echo technique as well as by the technique

sently implemented. This would be mainly due to the

ancement of resolution of the apparatus, when PZT

transducers are used. In order to accommodate the PZT

transducer in the present system, the electronic amplifier

i. e. TP 1465 would have to be replaced with a high power

a lifier. Also the RF transformer would have to be removed.

For the study of porous materials, it is strongly

recommended either to use low resonant frequency quartz

t ansducers, or to increase the RF voltage amplitude for

e citation of the quartz transducer. This would overcome the

strong attenuation to the ultrasonic waves within porous

m terials. Also in order to enhance the analysis of different

t pes of materials at higher temperatures, increased voltage

a plitude of the excitation signal would be useful.
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An increase in

surement would be

the accuracy of the

important in determining

temperature

the glass

nsition temperature. T-type

«c. 1°C) and could

thermocouples have higher

be incorporated into the

system.

System automation would effectively increase the number

of materials to be analysed. The system should be automated

such that the transit time measurement of the ultrasonic waves

through the sample at different temperatures could be

mo itored by an interfaced computer. Some work was done in

this direction during the present research by using Schmitt

trigger circuits for producing the triggering waveform from

t e signal received at the transmitting transducer and the

signal received at the receiving transducer. The time between

t e trigger signals was measured by a HP Universal Counter

Model 5315A. However, due to the decrease in peak to peak

voltage of the received signal at the receiving transducer

with increase in sample temperature, the threshold triggering

pint for the Schmitt trigger varies. This resulted in

p oducing jittery pulse edges, due to which time measurement

b tween trigger pulses couLd not be accomplished accurately.

wever, it is strongly felt that this could be achieved by

u ing an Automatic Gain Control (AGC) circuitry to keep the

v ltage amplitude of the received signal constant.

Furthermore, a peak detector or an envelope detector

s ould be implemented to obtain the peak to peak voltage of
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received signal. This peak to peak voltage could then be

verted by an Analog to Digital converter and monitored by

a icrocomputer.

By modifying the TAA cell, material properties could be

st died at very low temperatures and at high pressures.

It can be seen that the prototype TAA apparatus developed

in this work can be further improved and made more versatile

to bring the apparatus almost to a level of commercial

ut'lization.
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APPENDIX A

NON-PIEZOELECTRIC TYPES OF ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS

A MAGNETOSTRICTIVE OSCILLATORS

These devices make use of a phenomenon called

m gnetostriction. Ultrasonic waves are generated due to change

i length of a bar of ferromagnetic/ferrimagnetic material on

bing subjected to a varying magnetic field. Conversely, a

m chanical stress applied to a rod or a bar causes a change in

i tensity of magnetisation. For most applications the upper

f equency limit is of the order of 100-300 kHz and are mainly

u ed for generating high intensity ultrasonic energyl.

B MECHANICAL GENERATORS & RECEIVERS

These include whistles, sirens which are used as

g nerators, and radiometers and Rayleigh discs acting as

r ceivers. They are used to. obtain high amplitude, often high

i tensity vibrations at low sonic trequenc i.es+". The upper

f equency limit of mechanical transducers is about 100 kHzl.

C ELECTROMAGNETIC TRANSDUCERS

These transducers operate in a fashion similar to the

1 udspeaker, except instead of generating audio frequencies

t ey generate ultrasonic frequencies. These transducers are

u ed at the lower end of the ultrasonic frequency range for

h gher power generation and at frequencies upto 50 kHz. They

a e also used as receivers at megacycle frequencies.
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D ELECTROSTATIC TRANSDUCERS

When a steady potential difference is applied across two

p rallel metal plates, a force of attraction is experienced

b tween them. On superimposing an alternating voltage of lower

a plitude than this steady potential difference, the force of

a traction varies sinusoidally at the same frequency as that

o the applied voltage. Now if one of the plates is freely

s pported, the other vibrates at that frequency. These

t ansducers are used only for low power applications. The

u per frequency limits are in the upper Kilocycle range for

t ansmitting and in the lower Megacycle range for receiving.
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APPENDIX B

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF POLYMERS

A polymer is a large molecule constructed from many small

structural units called monomers, covalently bonded in any

co ceivable patte rn?", Polymers can be linear, branched or

cross linkeds7• If the repeat units are arranged in a single

stranded structure as shown in Fig. B.l(a), the polymer is

referred as a linear polymer. If a linear chain has side-chain

ap endages, as in Fig. B.1(b) the polymer is referred to as a

polymer. If the units are joined in a three

ensional array as depicted in Fig. B.1(c) (in two

ensions), the polymer is said to be cross linked.

B.l THE GLASS TRANSITION

Solids can also exist in an amorphous state, where the

molecular arrangement of the atoms is random. Common example

of this state of supercooled liquid is inorganic glass.

orphous materials do not melt at a fixed melting point with

e absorption of latent heat but, rather soften over quite a

temperature centred about a mean value called

transition temperature37• These materials are also

called as glassy or vitreous materials and they exist in a

viscoelastic stateS7•

The temperature at which Tg is observed depends largely

o the chemical nature of the polymer chain and for most
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(b) Sranched

(c) Cfosslinked

Fig. B.l Basic POlyme� systems57 •
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co on synthetic polymers lies between 170 and 500 K57. The

tr nsition from a glass to a rubber-like state is accompanied

by marked changes in the specific volume, the modulus, the

he capacity, the refractive index, and other physical

pr perties of the polymer. The change in a physical property

ca be used to locate Tg. If a curve is plotted of the

sp volume of a polymer as a function of temperature it

generally of the form shown in -Fig. B. 2 (a). The

volume changes linearly with temperature upto a

wi

sp

tr nsition region where a change of slope occurs after which

th curve continues linearly but at a steeper gradient. Tg is

us ally defined as the point at which tangents of the two

cu ves intersect. If the polymer had been crystallisable the

cu ve of specific volume against temperature would have shown

a iscontinuity at the melting point as seen in Fig. B.2(b).
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